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THRILLS, CHILLS, AND SPILLS

FLASH

Dr. The© Adams Named
eligiousWeek Speaker

re I©
PlayJViielw infers

Dr. Theodore F. Adams, Baptist minister from Richmond, Va., will be the principal speaker for Religious Emphasis Week, which is to be held this year the week of
February 11-17. Dr. Adams is an authority on marriage
relationships, and it is expected that some of his talks will
The Medical College Admis- be on this subject. He led the Furman Religious Emphasis
sion Test will be administered Week activities last year.

Ned Admission Test
aSed February 7

The Hal Mclntyre dance band, consisting of fourteen instrumentalists and two vocalists, will play for
the Central Dance Association-sponsored Mid-Winters
Ball, Friday and Saturday, February 11 and 12, according to John Klettner, CDA president.
This announcement came just as The Tiger was
going to press.
The Friday night dance will be formal, the Saturday night dance informal. A tea dance Saturday afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00 will be informal.
Admission prices for each of the evening affairs
will be 53.50 per couple. The price for the tea dance
has not yet been set.

throughout the nation on Monday, February 7. Applications
for the February 7 test must be
received in the Princeton, New
Jersey office of the Educational
Testing Service on or before January 24, 1949. Only applicants
for admission to classes beginning the study of medicine in the
fall of 1949 should take the test.
Students who took the test on
October 30 should not repeat it
In February. Application blanks
arid copies of the bulletin of information can be obtained by
writing the Educational Testing
Service, Box 592, Princeton, New
Jersey.-

Dr. King, 1936 Graduate, Returns
To Clemson; Accepts Professorship
»

KING

Graduate Exams
Scheduled For
February 7-8
The Graduate Record Examination will be given at Clemson
on February 7 and 8. Students
who plan to enter Gra'duate
School during the next year and
who are required to stand the
Graduate Record Examination
may obtain information and application forms in the Registrar's Office from K. N. VickeJy,
examiner.
In order to be assured of a
place in the examination on February 7 and 8, applicants must
apply to the examiner by noon,
January 20.
The examination will also be
given on May 2 and 3. Manygraduate schools now. require this
examination as a basis for admission, and prospective graduate
students will do well to check
with the institution they contemplate as to whether that institution requires they submit a
score on the Graduate Record
Examination.

English 300 Open To
Publications Men
Professor John D. Lane stressed this week that English 300,
English at Work, is open to students working on the staffs of
student publications only. This
point has not been clarified in
the past, he says, and, therefore,
is the cause of considerable confusion during the registration process.
Professor Lane also warns any
student planning to take, the
course that tfts credits offered in
this course must be counted in
the maximum credit load a student is allowed to 'sign up. ..Under no condition will a student's
load be allowed to 'exceed his assigned rati
'

Dr. Willis A. King, Clemson
College dairy graduate in the
Class of 1936, last week returned
to the campus from Purdue University to accept the position oi
professor of dairying and dairy
husbandman with the school oi
agriculture and the experiment
station.
Upon completing the , requirement for a B'. S. degree in Dairy
Husbandry at Clemson in 1936
Dr. King went to the University
of Wisconsin where he majored
in dairy husbandry and biochemistry and received his master's
degree in 1938 and Ph. D. in 1940.
He was subsequently employes
by the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station in charge of
research under the Frasch Foundation from 1940 to 1944. During
the latter year he was also made
director of the Dairy Research
Farm of that experiment station.
In 1945 he was placed in e
of dairy production at Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana,
supervising the research and
teaching programs as well as the
dairy farm and herd, remaining
'n this position until he returned
to Clemson last week. He will be
in charge of impprtant phases of
the dairy research "program at
Clemson and will also teach a
course in animal nutrition for
juniors the first semester of each
year.
While a student at Clemson, Dr.
King was president of the Dairy
Club, president of the Clemson
4-H Club, Chronicler of Alpha
Zeta, and grand prize winner of
the 1936 All-Southern collegiate
essay contest sponsored by th£
Gulf States Steel Company.
The new dairy department
scientist is a member of Sigma
Xi, Phi Sigma, Alpha Zeta and
Phi Kappa Phi honor fraternities.
He is also editor of "Feeds and
Feeding," an abstract section of
the Journal cf Dairy Sciences,
and a member of the American
Dairy Science Association and
the American Society of Animal
Production.
Dr. King is married and has
a young son and daughter. Both
he and his wife are South Carolinians, Dr. King being a native
of Due West, and Mrs. King a
former resident of Conway. They
are now residing in prefab 209.
MOORE BECOMES MAGICIAN
1
Bill Moore, arts and sciences
senior of Sandy Springs, was accepted for membership in the
South Carolina ring of the International Brotherhood of Magicians on Tuesday night at a special meeting in White Plains.
The brotherhood, whese only
membership requirements are an
interest in magic work and a
gentlemanly demeanor, meets
once a month in Greenville.

Watch Here for Oscar

"As you sow, so shall you reap." Evidently, these two fellows
forgot to read the rules. The Tiger is printing their signatures
this week. Pictures of their ugly mugs will appear next Thursday.
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Prexy F©r Hew Year

Rigney To Speak
So C. Experiment
Station S<•eminar

Hosan Patterson, the ugly one, who is forward (his position) on the Clemson All-Stars team, goes
clown for the count in the basketball game between the All-Stars and the AIl-American Redheads
Tuesday night. Other pictures can be found on tnc sports pages. (I'hoto by Bob Gettys.)

the aata once they have been collected.
Experiment station authorities
report, "Mr. Rigney is a very
practicalminded statistician. His
discussions will be kept at a level
which we all will be able to follow. He. has agreed to emphasize
mainly the practical applications
of statistical techniques, keeping
theoretical aspects to a bare minimum. He will begin at an elementary level in the design of
experiments, so that those with
a minimum training in statistics
will also be able to benefit from
his series of lectures.
"It is hoped that all members
of the School of Agriculture will
avail themselves of this opportunity to participate in this series
of discussions. The time and •place
for the meetings have not been
decided on as yet. These will be
set for convenience.
"In addition to the seminar,
Mr. 'Rigney's remaining time may
be used for individual consultations on research problems.

Future Farmers'For

D. L. Johnson, vocational agri-»
cultural education senior of Win- ,
sor, was elected president of the i
Clemson College Chapter of the I
Future Farmers of America at
a meeting held last Monday night, i
He replaces L. D. Reynolds.
T. A. Hyder, vocational agri-.l
cultural education junior of j
Campobello, was elected vice- ;•
president.
Other officers elected were: E.
Hucks, Jr., of Aynor, was,elected !
secretary; T. E. Johnston, of j
Moncks Corner, asftreasurer; and !
J. A. Neves, of Taylors, as reporter!
C. H. Latham, of Lowrys, was
elected sentinel. E. H. Green, of |
Dyersburg, Tenn., R. S.' Joyner.
of Ward, and Russell McClain
were elected to serve on the executive committee. <
Retiring president Reynolds
congratulated the new officers, j
and Mr. J. B. Monroe, chairman
of the, agricultural education
board, impressed upon the new
officers their duties and responsibilities.
Other officers who were replaced were P. H. Bedenbaugh,
Jr., J. C. Jackson, C. N. Gulledge,
and Frank Hart.

Blue Key And little
Sieafer I© Sponsor
?»

IS

The Barter Theater of Abingdon, Virginia, will present Shakespeare's "Hamlet" in the College
Chapel on February 23 sponsored
jointly by Clemson's Blue Key
and Little Theater, it was announced today. Robert Breen,
Jacqueline Logan, and Leo Chalzel will be starred in the leading
roles.
The Barter Theater was organized in 1933 as a summer theater
in Abingdon. It began operating
as a year-round theater upon its
reopening after the war.
A spokesman states that "Hamlet" is. the group's' 200th production. The producer, Mr, Breen,
was engaged by John Barrymore
to direct his projected Hollywood
Bowl revival of "Hamlet". Breen
later'* directed and acted in "G. I.
Hamlet" in 1943.
Plans for the appearance are
being handled by a steering committee composed of faculty members, and men from both sponsoring organizations. On the comrrfittee are Mrs. Elizabeth McGarity, Professor John T). Lane,
Professor J. P. Winter, Jeff McMahan, Dave Peebles,
Giles
Lewis, Dave Spiner, and Robin
Julian.

Economic Depf.
Adds New Prof.

Weslev Foundation
lecls New Officers
A' group of graduating seniors
gave the devotional last night
at the weekly meeting of the
Wesley Foundation, Methodist
student organization, as their final
contribution to the Foundation's
activities. Later during the evening a new president and three
new vice-presidents were chosen.
At the meeting to be held next
Wednesday night, the remaining
officers will be elected. A group
of juniors will be in charge of
the devotional. The new officers'
term will last throughout the next
semester.
Next week's Mid-Week Retreat
will be the last one held this
semester. None has been scheduled for exam week.

;
j
!
|

The South Carolina Experiment
Station will sponsor a statistical
seminar beginning Monday, February 14. The seminar will be
for all experiment station workers, teachers, and any other peopie interested in research work,
Mr. Jack Rigney, plant science
statistician at North Carolina
State College, will be guest lee". and will be at Clemson approximately one month.
The main purpose of this seminar is tb discuss how the quality
of research work can be improved
through the correct use of statistical techniques. Most of the
time will be spent on such practical problems as the design of

j
j
!

S. T. Russell of Jamestown was
elected president, for the coming
year, of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers at a meeting held last Tuesday, January 11.
Other officers chosen to replace
February graduates were: S. P.
Young, of Dalzell as vice-president; and P. L. Benfield of York
as reporter. A. W. Snell will continue to hold the position of
secretary-treasurer. These officers will hold their positions for
the remainder of the year.
In addition to M. H- Kirkpatrick of Clio, the retiring president, the A. S. A. E. will lose the
following members by graduation: G. W. Brown, of Hickory
Grove; J. M. Gaston, cf Richburg;
R. E. Hanvey, of McCormick; and
H. W. McCown, of Dalzwell.
Also, C. M. McMillan of Mullens; W. D. Pearson of Woodruff:
C. E. Severance of Darlington;
and H M. White, from Charlotte,
N. C.
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Raleigh Ag Meet

Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the
department of agricultural economics, attended last week a
meeting of the executive and advisory group in connection with
the regional research -project to
atfeet-

ng Irish potatoes
The purpose of the meeting,
which was held in Raleigh, N. C,
was to review the progress made
during the past season, and to
make plans for the coining year.
A group of field workers will
begin work in February in Dade
County, Fla., and will follow the
potato-harvesting season north
through Alabama, South Carolina,
North Carolina, and Virginia. ,
Dr. Aull says that he hopes to
use two or three February graduates of the School of Agriculture
in this work during the coming
year.

Dr. M. A. Owings of the English department is faculty chairman of this year's Religious Emphasis Week Committee. Earle
E. Morris is student co-chairman.
Dr. Frank Schirmer of the School
of Chemistry is vice chairman,
Mr. Roy Cooper of the Clemson
"Y", is secretary.
Six .committees have been set
up, each with a faculty and a
student chairman. The schedule
committee is headed by Dr. T. F.
Alexander, assistant professor of
history, and by Arthur J. Banks.
Worship committee chairman
are Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, professor
of religion and Presbyterian minister, and Charles N. Still.
Publicity chairmen are Ed Osborne, director of' the Clemson
News Bureau, and Robert F.
Rayle.
Professor Ben Goodale, professor of dairying; John Richbourg
and Bill Cobb, are the chairmen
of the attendance committees.
Bruce Cl'oaninger and Theo
Monroe are in charge of arrangements and entertainment.
Chairmen of the budget committee are the Reverend Harold
Cole, Baptist minister, and F. F.
Griffin.
Music for the daily convoca-.
tion will be furnished by choral
groups from Breneau, Limestone,
and Anderson Colleges, and by
the Clemson Glee Club, according to Earle Morris, student cochairman.
ew iuiniites will be cut off
all morning classes during Religious Emphasis Week in order
to provide an hour each day at
noon for the convocation. It is
during this 'period that the special
music will be presented a<id the
principal addresses delivered. The
convocation will be held in the
College Chapel.
As a preliminary to the week's
program, the Sage, Forum, and
Fellowship Clubs, faculty organizations, will have a point supper
meeting on February 8. Dr. Arnold Nash of the University of
North Carolina twill address the
group.

2 Million Patients Get VA Medical Care

Nearly 2,000,000 eligible vete-*
rans received out-patient medi- veteran, or a total of 5,233,680.
cal treatment by Veterans Ad- Individuals treated numbered 1,ministration during the fiscal 937,842.
Private physicians treated 761,year ending June 30, 1948, the 185 veterans, or about 40 percent
VA has announced.
of the total . The physicians were
The treatments were given by^paid 811,437,870 for 2,735,450
VA at regional offices, hospitals treatments, for an average of $4.18
and clinics, and by private phy- per treatment or $15.03 per vetesicians cooperating with VA in ran undergoing medical care.
VA staff doctors during the
providing, "home town" care for
veterans with service-connected year treated 1,176,657 individual
veterans and provided a total of
Dr. J. H. Sams, vice-dean of the disabilities.
Treatments averaged three per 2,498,230 treatments.
school of engineering, met with
the Clemson Student Branch of
the ASME last Tuesday night. He
discussed a new type Reheat cycle
now being employed at a power
plant in Rochester, N. Y.
Members of the ASME were
The Slipstick staff was reorgan-*
3 to submit papers on various
ized
Monday night at a special
The Clemson Slipstick is the
phases of engineering so that
Clemson would be represented at meeting. No changes were made official engineering publication
the annual regional meeting to in the two top posts. D. R. Shelor for the college.
The chief aim of the Slipstick is
be held at Birmingham, Ala., in of Greenville will continue as
to present to the students new
April.
On Friday. Dean Earle, Dr. editor, and H. C. Sweeny of An- advancements in industry and also to publicize the enineering
Sams, and the officers of the derson as associate editor.
L. P. Williams of North Au- activities and developments here
ASME will attend a meeting of
the South Carolina Engineers As- gusta is the newly-appointed at Clemson.
Four issues of the Slipstick are
managing editor, and W. H.
sociation in Columbia.
Scurry of Edgefield will take over 'published each year.
duties of feature editor.
hony-Peach Experts theNew
members of the editorial
staff include D. S. Timmerman of
teet With Hart. Club Augusta,
Georgia; C. H. Beatty of
Bruer, head of Dunbarton, J. D. Simonds of OrMr. H.
Phony-Peach Control east of the j lando, Florida; and R. E. NorMississippi, spoke last Tuesday wood of Greenwood
"Now, I'll tell you about «that."
R. E. Smith of Pendleton was
night at a meeting of the Clemson
. . . "Chief" Starkey
Horticulture Club. Dr. Knuk- chosen business manager, with A.
night and Mr. Parsons, two other H. Peters of Summerville as his
"You can tell whose paper I'm
Phony-Peach experts, were also assistant. F. E. Beaty from Char- reading. Just look around 'till
leston will continue as advertis- you see someone not looking
present.
Dr. Weinburg, of Fort Valley, ing manager, and A. W. School- around."
Georgia, was a visitor. He has bred of Columbia as assistant ad. . "The Cynic" Purser
evolved several important peach vertising manager. J. E. Lockman
"All my F's are high F's.'
varieties which have benefited of Spartanburg remains as pho. . . "Prof" Stanley
torapher.
South Carolina.
"Must
be
a dog fight outside.
Other members of the junior
Elections in the club were put
off until a special meeting next \ staff are J. M. Jackson from Rock Everybodv's late."
. . . "Doc" Huff
Tuesday night.
' Hill, and.H. W. Reid of Piedmont
"Confound it. I forgot those
Mr. Joe Berly and Mr. R. A. : on the advertising staff and W. E.
inty, both of Clemson, were I McRae of Bennettsville, photog- papers again."
. . "I Was A Marine' Tuttle
mes I ing.
| rapher.

ASME Hear Sams
Speak On Engine

JOHNSON

m
Dairy. Club Meeting

Dr. King, the new Dairy DeClemson's economics de
partment Professor of Nutrition,
ment will add a new member to j spoke to the Dairy Club Tuesday
night at their regular meeting.
its faculty* February 1.
His talk covered his experienceZachary Taylor, Jr., of Tusca- in Wisconsin, New .Jersey, and
lcosa, Ala., will join the teaching Indiana since he graduated from
staff with the beginning of next Clemson in 1928. He told of- his
semester. He received his_ A. B. j work in the progress Of the dairy
degree at the University of North industry and artificial inseminaCarolina in 1945* and has com- tion programs in the northeast.
The meeting was presided over
pleted two years of graduate
by
G. E. Hawkins, dairy major of
work in the School of Business
Greenwood,
and E. L. Corley,
Administration at the University
of Alabama. He has spent one dairy major.of Saluda, introduced
year teaching at the University the speaker.
of Alabama.
Due to Mr. Taylor's -joining the Building Class Makes
staff and the rearranging of the
schedule for Economics 201, the Tows- Of Glass Plant
Professor M.
P.
Booker's
following changes will be made
trig Cons:
class, arin that department effective next
chitecture 315, made a field trip
semester.
Another section of Economics to the Laurens Glass Works last
301, Labor Problems, will be of-1 Monday.
fered by Mr. Smith. Mr. Biggs [ A company foreman showed
will hold a section of Economics I trie class through the plant. The
tour started-with- the beginning
302, Money and Banking.
Mr. Smith will also teach two ! of the process and every phase of
new sections of Economics 312,! the manufacturing was shown to
Commercial Law. The two com- j the class.
mercial law courses will replace j The trip was made in conjuncA-ith the study of the manutwo sections of English 32, Busi- j
facturing and use i
ness Law.

SSipsfick Reorganized; Shelor,
Sweeney Continue In Top Posts

S^ ^ect *WoncU
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Twentieth Century-Fox Announces Girls' College Popularity
Freshman Woman Will Be Chosen From
Each To Compe1

Get Out Pencils And
Paper For A Pop Quiz

Writer Rebukes Tiger Editorialist;
Defends Abbott fir Costello Comedy

Twentieth Century - Fox an-*
The following history test was •i.
By Hassell Simpson
nounced this week in a letter to
given to Colorado school teachLast week, Tiger readers were
the editor of The Tiger a contest
ers and revealed a 67% average
to determine the twelve favorite
grade. Since Clemson students startled to note that one of the
girl's schools in the United States.
claim they know all the answers, j senior editors of this struggling
The world premiere of a new
let's see how well they
make publication brazenly went ' on
Twentieth Century-Fcx techniov\:
; record, through license of his
color comedy-drama will he held
IE. H. T/ '
1. First ten amendments to the column, as being unappreciative
nt 1hesc twelve schools early in
■ of the work of Abbott and CosCan you vi
a modern Constitution are known as?
March.
•2. What was the Mayflower • tello." .
. three
The telegram received read in farm house lor a c
'
ihitdi n wit!
la ) 1,700 Compact?
Now, Mr. Arthur has some
part:
3. In what war was the city ofi
square
feet?
claim to the name of "intellec'"Twentieth Century - Fox is.
:
Washington burned?
tual." On almost any other subWell, the two sections of the
looking for. the country's mosi
4. Three provisions of the first ject, he is a fascinating converJunior
Class
of
Clemson's
Archibeautiful and talented college
amendment to the Constitution? | sationalist and a writer of 'great
freshman woman.
We do not tectural Department have pro5. Declaration of Independence ! penetration. I Like Mr. Arthur.
propose to steal her away from duced not only this but more* stemmed from what group?
; He doesn't know it, but I am one
The
competition
was
sponsored
her books or to feature her in a
• 6. Name three signers of the ; of his best friends.
Therefore,
forthcoming movie, although her by the Southern Brick and Ve Declaration of Independence.
i one can imagine my horror at
reward for her natural endow- Association of Atlanta, who are
7. The Louisiana purchase was . his statement that the popularity
ments will be an all-expense trip striving to encourage modular made from what country?
| of the aforementioned comedians
design using structural clay proto Hollywood as cur guest.
8. What nation aided the Colo- | is indicative of mass insanity. ,,
"Reason for all this is our ducts. This problem was given to nies during the Revolution?
Before I go any further, Jet
new technicolor comedy-drama, both the 1st. semester and 2nd.
9. Tories in the
Revolution : me admit that I do not consider
semester Jr. Class.
Mother Is A Freshman, coverc en whose side?
; Abbot and Costello artists in' any
starring Loretta Young and
The tight limit on the floor
10 SL: '.2 briefly the principle | sense of the word. Their comedy
Van Johnson. We plan to world area was the biggest obstacle, but
>i I ; Monroe Doctrine.
i runs in the gutter, but not in a
premiere "Mother Is A Freshthere were designs submitted that |
1 ]. Ho 7 many years did the rut like that of certain other
man" simultaneously in twelve included .two baths, three bedCivil War Last?
comedians. It is corny as a rule,
college towns early in March.
rooms, large utility rooms for
12. For what purpose was the not as an exception.
"We now turn to you, as an canning, preserving, sewing, etc
I ev
and Clark expedition?
Therein lies my defense.' Must
expert on the college scene; (and Almost everyone had a carport, a
3 3. Who was the president of one always be confined to the
ask you to send us your list) of terrace, and some even included a
the Confederacy?
highbrow, the educational the
the twelve colleges, either co-ed guestroom in this small area.
14. What was the Dred . Scott uplifting?
I think , not.
Even
or . girl's schools, in the order of
The competition not only call- case?
your choice, which in your opin- ed for the plan of a house, but
15. Who assassinated Lincoln?
ion contain the most beautiful also required three details of con16. What other role did traitor
and talented freshman woman.
struction using clay products. Benedict Arnold play in history?
"For your information, it is Several original ideas were ob17. The immediate cause of the
not, and we repeat it is not,
vious in the treatment of these Spanish-American War?
necessary that they be mothers details. Southern Brick and Tile
18. Who were the Mugwumps?
The current increase in reliin order to compete in this Association can be well pleased
19. Properties acquitted by U. ious activities on the American
'Mother Is A Freshman' .con- with these results.
S. in the Spanish-American War?
test.
college campus can be traced to
20. John Hay's Open Door poliA representative of the won"We will then conduct indistudents asking . basic questions
soring firm, with the members cy concerned what nation?
vidual selection contests in each
of the faculty, selected the design
21. Direct cause for U. S. en- about "the meaning and ends of
of "the twelve colleges which are
life," according to Prof. Clarence
submitted by George G. Heddon, i try into World War II?
named by a majority of college
22. The first permanent colony P. Shedd, Stephen Merrell Clem,
ut,
t^Ti^I!
Ji"-,
of
Badin,
N.
C,
as
1st
place,
editors, one winner to be picked;
'
*....'
,' _,
, ,
ent Professor of Christian Meth.
,
„ „
..
„ with a $50.00 award. Second place in the New World?
u„ •
from each college on the basis
off | ___.„_
*„„ „„
with $30.00 was awarded to
23. Manhattan Island was pur- ods at Yale University.
her beauty, student body activiWhile religious attitudes canRobert H. Fellers, of Newberry, chased from whom? For , what
ties, scholastic average, and talent
not
be accurately measured, Prof.
S. C.
price?
in any of the Lively Arts.
Shedd said, recent surveys in
Tieing for 3rd. place, awarded
24. Who married Pocahontas?
"These contests will be conseveral colleges showed that the
ducted during our world premier $10.00 each, were Clyde K. War25. The "shot heard round the
war caused students to become
festivities in the college towns . ner, Jr., of Louisville, Ky., and H. world" was fired where
and
increasingly religious. He termed
selected. The twelve winning H. Tarleton, Jr., of Union. S. C.
when?
"most surprising" the finding that
freshmen will all receive prizes;
Those receiving 1st. Mention
(Answers will be found on
in present beliefs and attitudes
with the all-expense trip to Hoi- Placed were R. R. Workman Ar- page eight.)
toward the church veterans do
lywood going to the National All- ; chitectural Junior of Charlotte,
not differ dramatically from nonN.C.; J. ,M. Cates, Arch. Jr. of
American girl.
veterans.
"On which campuses do we Savannah, Ga.; Royall E. NorThe surveys also show that
ton, Arch. Jr. from Florence, S.
find our girls?
veterans participate in campus
20th Century-Fox C; Bob Dilfield, Arch. Jr. from
religious work to the same extent
Clemson, S. C; and R. I. Wilkins,
New York"
as non-veterans.
However, beArch.
Jr.
from
Florence,
S.
C.
Since the editor of The Tiger
cause o ftheir maturity, veterans
Dr.
Howard
L.
Hunter,
dean
of
has been out of circulation for
have a disproportionately large
the School of Chemistry,
and
some five years, he puts the, Univ. Off Mexico
share of the leadership of the
three other members of the
question to the students of
student religious programs, he
Chemistry faculty, attended the
Clemson. To express a choice, Uses Wire Recorder
explained.
Southwide
Research
Conference
a man must fill out the blank
The present situation is comWith
the
installation
of
five
of the Southern Association of
below and turn it in to The
posed of neither great revivals of
at
Tiger office not later than noon new custom built combination Science and Industry, held
religion nor students clamoring
Saturday. p> The outcome of the phonograph and wire recorder tb ■ Biltmdra Hotel in Atlanta, for religious help, the Yale theounits
the
teaching
of
modern
poll will be announced in next
logian declared. "Rather," he aflanguages at the University of
Dr P ex
'
nos, Dr. Frank
week's issue of The Tiger.
New Mexico takes on added in- Schirmsr. and Professor J. H. firmed, "there is a widespread
Questionaire:
terest and an increased impor- Hobson attended with Dr. Hun- wistfulness about religion that is
The ,t\yelvc girls' colleges
evidenced by quite unusual retance. The new machines, says ter.
which, injny opinion, contain the
sponsiveness to any new and
Dr. Robert M. Duncan, laboraThe
purpose
of
this
conference,'
most beautiful and talented
tory director, were manufactured in the words of James W. Mul- well directed initiative in the
freshman women are listed beby a Chicago firm to specifica- len of Richmond, .Va., conference field bf religion^-whether curlow in the order of my choice:
tions submitted by the University. co-chairman, was "to stimulate ricular or extra-curricular.
Prof. Shedd said that many colThey are so new and modern that more
widespread
industry-re1.
.
they do not even bear brand search cooperation in order to leges are trying to restore the
balance between the humanities
names.
promote a more effective utilizaand the sciences, and, as a result,
"Thus," says Dr. Duncan, "with tion of southern resources
by
the new acetate master records southern business for the sbetter- the number of colleges has more
than doubled in the past five
and improved equipment, the stu- ment of the region as a whole."
years in the addition of chapdent hears the sounds more faithThe aim of the conference's
fully reproduced than- under the program
was
to
demonstrate lains.
The recent resignation of two
old system. In the same manner "that research is a practical busithe
student's
imitation of the ness tool for industries of all college presidents to accept resounds come back to his ears types and that' it is a resource ligious positions in state univermore clearly on the wire spools." which the business man cannot sities "dramatizes the most imNot only does modern language afford to overlook."
portant fact about religion in the
leaching become a fascinating
Leaders in both science and ■post-war colleges—that religion
study but it more nearly ap- business gave talks, which came is no longer on the periphery,
proaches a laboratory science j between frequent discussion pe- even in the state colleges," he de10.
with a lot of the guess work re- ; riods.
clared.
11.
moved.
Teachers, instead of i
There are, Prof. -Shedd said,
writing down corrections, simply
many discouragements and plenty
12.
, of' room for pioneering in the
This questionaire must be turh- make their comments on the same Cub Quintet Began
ed in to The Tiger office not later ! wire following the student's lesreligious activities. "There
Workout Wednesday campus
must be a several-fold increase
than noon Saturday. It may be son.
The laboratory has a specificaldropped in the letter drop in the
The Clemson Freshman basket- in the number of competent and
door of the office or mailed to ly prepared series of recordings ball squad opened drills last Wed- trained university religious workfor students studying Spanish, nesday with about 25 boys turn- ers, the churches must stop wastBox 269.
French, Portuguese, German,' Ital- ing out for practice. Coach "Rock" ing their energies in denominaian and Russian.
Also records
is coaching the Cub team tional squabbles.
Rifle Team To Shoot are available for foreign students Norman
"Together they must do battle
this year and is expected to prowish to perfect their English. duce a fine team.
against the secularism that has
ainst Wofford Fri. who
This is becoming increasingly
After almost a week of drills taken over our social order and
Captain P. M: Anderson, head more important with large influx and scrimmages, Coach Norman our college life in the past three
of this year's rifle team an- of students . from South America picked a squad of fifteen boys. It decades. For the choice of our
nounced last Monday that the this year who combine their Ian- was a tough job for him as it is day is not between the isms that
Tiger riflemen will shoot against g'uaSe work with courses in the for any coach. One of the com- the ancients of history have creatWofford in a shoulder to shoulder School of Inter-American Affairs. plications was that there were ed but between religion and irmatch this Friday evening. The
very few of- the boys that stood religion."
match will be shot on the Wof- matches were begun. The team j out above the rest.
ford campus and the team will started firing in the Third Army !
So far there have been nine
Freshman basketball was disreturn after the firing is over, Match and the Hearst Trophy games scheduled for this season. I continued several years, but now
The team has been active during match. The Hearst match is held The schedule is as follows:
that it has begun . again lets turn
the week.
Firing was dene in each year by William Randolph
Furman, 1 here,, 1 there
out arid cheer them on. Although
the regular weekly telegraphic Hearst of the Hearst newspaper
U. S. C. 1 here, 1 there
it may not prove as spectacular
match this week against The Cit- syndicate. It is one of the closest
Greenville High, 1 here, 1 there as varsity ball you will see plenty
adel.
and most hotly contested college
Parker High, 1 here, 1 there
of action when the Cub Quintet
In addition to these, two other | matches of the year.
The Citadel, 1 there
hits the court.
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Mr. Arthur goes slumming occasionally, and attends: a Western
movie to sneer at the plot, the
actors, and the innocent masses
who thrill to. the adventure of
Two-Gun Pete and Three-Gun
Joe. He feels, however, that entertainment runs a 'poor second
to 'nerve-wracking drama which
saps one's emotional reserve and
leaves him feeling like Macbeth
after an all-night blood-letting
binge, or to so-called high-brow
humor, which so rarely is real
humor.
No, Mr. Arthur, most of us
ordinary mortals have enough
troubles of our own without taking on a psycological fingergnawing nerve-gripper under the
guise of entertainment. You may
have your Dale Carnegie and
Jennifer
Jones,
your
Alfred
Hitchcock and P. G. Wodehouse!
As long as Abbott and Costello
continue making films, I, Suh.
will be down around the front
row, loosening my shoelaces, removing my collar stiffener, and
relaxing with the best of them.
For that is their principal worth
—entertainment pure and very
simple.

Professor C. P. Shedd Explains
Religious "trends On College Campus

Chemistry Profs

'i

Ag

mica I Society
The Western Carolina's Section
of the American Chemical Society held its monthly meeting
last night, beginning with a social hour and dinner at the Ottaray Hotel in Greenville, followed
by an address at Science Hall
Furman University, on Synthetic
Fiber Production.
The speaker was Dr. E. H.
Hicks, Jr., Research Supervisor
at duPont's Old Hickory Rayon
Plant in Tennessee. He was born
and raised in Florence, S. C, and
obtained his B. S. degree from
Furman University.
While
at
Furman, Dr. Hicks wrote three
papers on bromination stiidies of
toluenes
and
acetophenones,
which were published in the American Chemical Society Journal.
He obtained his M. S. and Ph. E
degrees
in
Organic Chemistry
from Princeton, his thesis work
being in the field of steroid syntheses.

Ten new members were accepted by the Clemson Little
Theater group' on December 14,
1948. The pledges were formally initiated on Tuesday night.
A party to which all members
were invited was held afterwards
in the Baptist clubroom, with entertainment, arranged by James
Spangenberg and W. C. Mays.
The new "Cues" are W. V.
Whetstone of Denmark, W. P.
Bailey of Clemson, J. H. Beale
of Chicago, 111.* W. W. Berry of
Greenville, and oA. B. Cox of
Denmark.
Also W. M. Keene of Spartanburg, I. L. Langley of Lynchburg, Va.; H. C. Merritt of Columbia, W. Schwier of Greenviile, and J. D. Skerrat of Cranford, N. J.

The eight men above were formally initiated into the Clemson
Little Theater group Tuesday night. They are, left to right,
front row, Eill Berry, W. Schwier, H. C. Merritt, and W. V.
Whetstone; left to right, back row, I. L. Langiey, W. P. Bailey,
J, D. Skerrat, and J. H. Beale. Not shown are A. B. Cox and W.
M. Keene.

G. E. Announces New Plant" @pens
Completion of the new Re-i
search Laboratory of the General Electric Company, at a total
cost of $18,000,000, is now under
way,
Charles E. Wilson, , G-E
president, has announced.
He
spoke December 2 at ceremor.ies
in connection with the formal opening of the |irst section of the
new laboratory building at the
Knolls in nearby Niskayuna.
It is expected that the complete laboratory will be ready by
1950 when the formal dedication
will be held, Mr. Wilson said.
This will be combined with
a
50th anniversary celebration, to
mark the completion of half a
century since Dr. Willis R. Whitney founded the laboratory
in
1900.
Mr. Wilson said that General

"At present," said Dr. C. G.
Suits, G-E viee-president and director
of
researcH, "the new
structure includes a main laboratory building, as well as separate laboratories for
research
in low temperature and high-energy radiations, a chemical pilot
plant, and a steam generating
plant. About half 'of the laboratory staff is now at work there.
The rest are still located in the
old buildings of the laboratory in
downtown Schenectady."

A proposal to institute a Reserve ' Officers
Training Corps
program at Union College - has
been tentatively turned down by
the faculty. Although the decision to apply 'to the government
for such a unit is in the hands of
the Board of Trustees, no such
action would be contemplated, it
Was pointed out here, .unless the
plan was supported by the entire
faculty.
The faculty opposes the plan
because of the interference between such a program and academic studies. It has been mentioned that a military
training
am of twelve or fourteen
hours a week would leave the
student with little time to take
subjects which would be considered educational.
President
Carter
Davidson
quoted from a conversation he
held with former Secretary of
War Robert Patterson, who said,
"No new units (ROTC) have been
assigned for some time by the
government, and there is no prospect of any."

Ice Cream Serves
Double Health Mt
The test tube scores again. Now
it comes up with evidence
to
prove that ice cream fills a twin
role in meeting the demands of
good health.
Dr. Pearl Swanson, of
Iowa
State College, Ames, set out several years ago to* study the riboflavin in ice cream under controlled conditions. Riboflavin is
a vitamin required for growth in
the young and for good health at
all ages. Dr. Swanson in studying the dietary needs of college
women found that nutrients in
foods are not alone sufficient for
proper
nourishment.
Nutrients
also must be absorbed readily and
used by the body. The riboflavin
in ice cream ranged high on both
counts.
This, in the opinion of Milton
Kult, President of the National
Dairy Council, Chicago, is important information for all persons planning nutritious diets for
normal appetites or the
often
difficult appetites of the convalescent and the aged.
Further research discloses that
ice cream is much higher in its
riboflavin content and vitamin A
than reported in earlier studies.
This is because most ice cream,
manufactured the year round, is
made with fresh, or frozen cream
produced
in
summer
months
when the vitamin A content is
above average levels. The studies
add tangible evidence to the importance of ice cream in
the
daily diet.
Do you fellows know that we
are all some sort of an animal?
We have bare feet, frogs in our
throat, calves on our legs and
bull on our tongues.

;

It Troubles Trouble

FOR THE BEST
IN STUDENT BUYS
USE STUDENTS'
COURTESY CARDS

7 W. Washington Street
218 N. MAIN
GREENVILLE, S. C.

■A

X
HIS newly developed electronic tester looks for
trouble .. . discovers trouble before it becomes
serious. With it, every telephone line in a Central
Office can be checked and tested at the rate of
i 5,000 per hour. Breaks and weaknesses in wire insulation can be spotted miles away and the trouble
A
i eliminated before it interferes with telephone

T

h
C'MON.QUICK!
A MEW 6IRU
>JUST MOV
IMTOTH'
NEIGHBORHOOD

Electric is expending $10,500,0^0
;On the center wing and associated buildings, some of which opened today. The additions, on
which construction has already
begun, will cost an additional
$7,500,000.

Union
CoS9 Soys ROTC
Bad For Sty dies

service.

In the telephone business the search never ends
for new equipment and new methods that will help
make good service even better and keep it low in
. cost. That's why America enjoys the finest tele*- phone service in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

¥}
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& E, Creates, Among Other Things, A
Gizmo Which Will Replace Weatherman
;., Devices for detecting leaks so*
being built for nuclear reseaiv
slow they would pass but one
at Queens University, Canada,
ounce of gas in a century, for
and work was begun on a pair of
measuring shocks passing through
100,000,000-volt betatrons for the
the earth from explosions, and for
University of Chicago and for the ,
producing photolight flashes lastOak Ridge National Laboratorn
ing one-millionth of a second,
Oak Pudge. Tenn.
'were among hundreds of new enThe G-E rocket research an
gineering
tools
developed
in
development program, conducted
General Electric Company labfor the Army Ordnance Departoratories during the past year.
incut, continued through its thr
The company's diversified deyear. In February, 1948, a Gervelopmental engineering proman V-2 rocket was control U
grams for 1948 also included .the
in flight for the first time.
I lesting of parts for a ,;el-prepelled
velopment of tele"-.
'-helicopter, the building of a 100.icre the
progressed to the poiir
000,000-volt betatron for Oak
present apparatus Co
Ridge National Laboratories, and
from instruments in
continued research on firing and
Lo the ground
controlling of German V-2 rockpounds, and trail
'. ets.
The "halogen leak detector" introduced in 1943 is a pistolpecialized re
shaped electronic device extremeRutgers Ui
ly sensitive to the presence of the
designed and built a
elements fluorine, bromine, chlosix-ton electron: .•.;.
Bi ,
rine, and iodine.
Infinitesimal
the influence oi
leaks in pressure systems filled
in. Lds on ccrl: :,
with gases containing these eledevice will help pro
ans oi
ments car; be detected with the
reaching temperatu i
instrument, which sucks in air
lute zero-. It will a
and registers the presence of any
investigate properth
halogen on a control panel. '
in nuclear research,
Another new device, called the
new job for X :
"earth shock accelerometer," was
tried out for the first time early in rolling mills, with th<
in the year, when it was buried rnent of the G-E X ray
earth- near the explosion of gage. The gage keeps a continuone-half million tons of high- • ou.s check on the thickness oi
explosives in Tennessee. Signals metal sheets as they shoot from
from the device, indicating extent the rolling machinery by me
of shocks, are carried through a ing the quantities of X rays
cable to recording instruments on ing through them.
For keeping meteorological
the surface.
For high-speed photography, records at unmanned weatherL G-E engineers developed a photo- stations in remote parts of the
i
,light which puts out a bright earth, G-E engineers design;
flash lasting only one-millionth "electric weatherman,'' which auof a second. With this flash, it tomatically and coritinuQUSly rehas been possible to take virtually cords wind velocities and direcmotionless pictures of such ob- tion on a roll of paper, and reattention
only
once a
jects as artillery shells traveling quires
' atjthree times the speed of sound. month.
A new type of bearing was inFacilities for development and
testing of parts for a proposed troduced, whereby a rotating
jet-propelled helicopter were ex- shaft is suspended in air by magpended in 1948.
New facilities nets, so that it touches no surinclude an outdoor .bowl-shapecl face as it spins. First applicapit 150 feet in diameter, in the tion of the "floating-on-air" princenter of which is a huge heli- ciple was in a watthour meter,
|* Viopter blade. On the end of the the familiar device that keeps a
record of electricity brought into
blade are jet units to be tested.
Among the particle accelerators a home.
Another novel device 1o make
— "atom smashers" — produced
during the year were a 10,000,000- its debut was the "hypsometer,"
volt betatron for Naval Ordnance. which measures altitude by the
and a 50,000,000-volt betatron for J temperature of a boiling liquid,
the National Bureau of standards, j The greater the altitude, the lowA 70,000,000-volt synchrotron is ; er the boiling point of liquids, so
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Annual Peach Clinic Is Now Being Held
In SparSanikirg; Ag Experts Attending
|
j
[
:

I
j
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|;

IT FITS — Actress Diana
Lynn tries out at a Hollywood pool the bathing suit
she'll wear in a new picture.
the hypsometer simply boils the
liquid and measures its temperature, which can be translated into
terms of height.
The compact
device is expected to be particularly useful in meteorological
measurements at 50,000 feet and
higher.
Another engineering advance
was the production of a machine
which makes possible the "mapping" of the invisible field of
force
surrounding
electricallycharged pieces of metal in a matter of hours. The machine is automatic, and does in hours an
operation once requiring weeks of
tedious calculations. The field of
force is represented in a drawing
which the machine makes. It can
be used to solve problems in mag-

Roy J. Ferree, extension horti-*
culturist,
has
announced
the
Because of the growing interest
third Annual Peach iClinic, to be in irrigation, Mr. H. Z. Duffie, I
held at the City Recreation Cen- irrigation specialist, of the Extenter in Spartanburg ort January 12 sion Service, will conduct a 'panel
and 13, 1949.
discussion on orchard irrigation.
Professor A. M. Musser, head
One of the feature events of
of the horticulture department at the clinic will be the panel disClemson College, will discuss cussion on curculio control. On
some 'practical aspects in the latest this panel will be Dr. O. I. Snapp
methods of pruning.'•■
of the U. S. D. A., Fort Valley,
Mr. L. O. Van Blaricom, assist- Ga.; Dr. F. F. Cowart of the Georant in horticulture manufactures, gia Experiment Station, Experiof the South Carolina Agricul- ment, Ga.; Dr. Clyde F. Smith of
tural Experiment Station, will North Carolina .State College,
speak on the subject of process-1 'Raleigh, N. C.) and Dr. J. H.
relation to the latest peach j Cochrasn of Clemson College. Each
varieties.
man will discuss his latest work
Mr. John T. Bregger, senior on curculio control.
soil
conservationist,
will
talk
Mr. T, A. Cole will conduct a
about cover crops and conserva- panel discussion on marketing.
tion in orchards.
Dr. J. C. Dunnegan of the U
Ono of the highlights of the s. D. A. at Beltsville, Md., will
program will be the appearance make his third appearance at the
of Dr. John Weinberger of the South Carolina clinics, this time
United States Department of Ag- talking pn bacterial leaf spot and
riculture, who, incidentally, is the its control. He will also appear
breeder of Dixie Red, Dixie Gem, on the panel discussion on brown
and Southland varieties. He will rot control, along with Dr. H. H.
speak on what is new in peach Foster ojf Clemson College and
varieties.
Dr. M. A. Smith, research pathSince there is quite a bit of in- ologist of the Chicago Terminal
terest in the new elements used Markets.
in fertilization, Dr. W. R. Paden
Director D. W. Watkins of the
will tell what kind of fertilizer Clemson College Extension Sersoils need to maintain or increase vice will be present, and will
production.
make some remarks to the group
on the seconti day of the clinic.
netics, fluid streamlining, hea.'
conduction, and propeller bladf
torsion, according to G E engineers.
For measuring vibrations o
moving machinery, rotating equipment, factory building's, etc., i
"recording vibrometer" smallei
than a lo'a*f?of bread was developed. A short metal prod extending
from the side of the instrumenl
is held against the vibrating object.
The vibrations, magnified
12 times by a system of springs,
are recorded on> a moving waxedpaper tape. The curve drawn on
the tape shows frequency, amplitude, and wave shape of the
vibration.
Newcomer in the field of optics
was an improved "Tolalux" for
the photo process industries. The
device measures light of varying
intensities, and automatically
times the exposure for tire preselected amount of light. The instrument is expected to make
possible higher quality photoengraving,' lithographing, platemaking, photo - composing, and
color separation.

equipment more efficiently; #
Feed compounds, developed by
industry, are making poultry flocks
and livestock herds vastly more productive. Research on chemicals to
control ariimal diseases and internal
parasites is making great progress.
Control of insect pests is already
changing livestock management
practices.

a giant
on the
farm

Turning ideas into products

:':
Du Pont agricultural specialist Dr. Arne Carlson, M.S., '40, Ph.D., U. of Minnesota, '48,
helps develop sprays and dusts to control
fungous diseases.

Products of the laboratory
are saving time, toil, money
■ for the American farmer
Through chemistry, farmers are gaining control over many of nature's uncertainties. Costly losses of crops and
livestock are" being curtailed or prevented. Efficiency is increasing. New
applications of chemistry to agriculture are becoming more important
than ever as demands for more pro-

Phenothiazine kills more kinds of livestock
worms in more kinds of animals than any
other drug . . . promotes normal growth.

duction increase.
Today, new organic insecticides
and fungicides help control insects,
plant diseases and blights that threaten crops. Seed disinfectants and protectants help guarantee bountiful
harvests by protecting crops in the
critical period after planting. Plant
hormones hold fruit on trees until
fully ready for picking.

Days of labor saved
Du Pont weed killers and explosives
accomplish in minutes tasks that
used to take hours or days of backbreaking labor. With 2,4-D farmers
i can kill weeds without harming certain crops. Dynamite removes
i stumps, digs ditches for (iraining and
i irrigation, and loosens the soil to
forestall erosion.
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Achievements such as these are the
result of Du Pont's team research.
An idea may start with one or two
individuals. But many specialists—
chemists, physicists, biologists, plant
pathologists, and entomologists —
must contribute their skills before a
new product is ready for market.
Normally, engineers—chemical, mechanical, civil, and electrical — develop the commercial processes and
plants for making the finished products.
t
The new Du Pont employee,
whether he holds a bachelor's, master's, or doctor's degree, enters into
this cooperative effort. Yet the immediate group with which he is associated is small and congenial, offering
him every opportunity to display
individual talent and capabilities.

Find out more about Du Pont
and the College Graduate

>
For growth insurance, farmers treat seeds with
disinfectants. "Ceresan" treated wheat gives up
to 20% better yields.

"The Du Pont Company and
the College Graduate" is just off
the press in a completely revised
edition. Fully illustrated, it describes opportunities inresearch,
production, sales, and many
other fields. Explains the plan
of organization whereby individual ability is recognized and
rewarded. Write for your copy
today. Address: 2518Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Del.

R

cs.u.s.PAT. orr.

~ New fertilizer formulations meet

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

the changing nutritional requirements of plants during the growing
season. Thus the farmer has better
control over crop development, and
^he can utilize bis materials, labor and

i . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Spraying orchards controls infestations of insects or plant diseases . . . or holds fruit on.
the trees until it is fully ready forpickingl .

More facts about Du Pont—Listen to "Cavalcade
of America" Monday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast

Descendants of Jesse James Still
Can Be-Found on Nation*® Trains
By Howell Arthur
As the great locomotive ground
slowly ta a stop at my home
town's version of Grand Central
A, .
Station, I said a hurried last
goodbye to my 'parents and
boarded car number—oh, what
do you care what the number of
the car was? Little did I know ■,
what horrible trick fate soon was
to pull out of its grab-bag espe- j
cially for me.
Easing slowly and comfortably
into a seat beside an elderly woman, I removed from my pocket
a small edition of The Loves and j
Night Life of Dame May Whitty, j
and began reading avidly. I read j
until my seat-mate began quizzing me about my background, my
social customs, and the exact
date of my psychological comingof-age. (I believe she said that
her name was Mrs. Kinsey): Resisting as long as I could, for I
was in no mood for conversation,
I finally began to fall into trival
chatter with her.
It was shortly after we got
under way that he entered the
Engine "revved up" for take-off, a Naval Aviation Cadet aboard
the practice carrier USS Wright at Pensacola Naval Air Station
dimly-lighted coach. In all fairgets the go-ahead signal from the flight dispatcher of an air group. i
ness, let me say that he did not
Pensacola Naval Air Station, the "Annapolis of the Air," is the
look like a train robber. His face
focus of the recently reactivated Naval Aviation Cadet training
was full and rosy, his hair was
program, which is open to healthy, single young men between
snowy white, and he had a
18 and 25, with at least two years of college. Upon graduation they,
?huckle which was infectious.
are commissioned ensigns in the Naval Reserve, or second lieutenants in the Marine Corps Reserve, are awarded their wings and
(Acknowledgement: to Mr. I. B.
assigned to two years' active duty.
(Ottcial Navy Photograph)
Idolatrous, from whose work. The
Loves and Night Life of Santa
Claus, the preceding sentence is a
verbatim transcripji.)
In addition, he wore the uniform of a
well-known news company.
Rumbling up to my chair (a
Paul Kent Switzer, M. D., Class
slightly inaccurate name which
the manufacturer of such train rogated him, "How dare you call of '38, formerly of Charleston,
seats as this has applied to his this morsel of luncheon meat collaborated with other doctors to
What other sand- write three medical articles. He
product), he invited me to par- 'roast beef?
take of some of the sandwiches wiches do you have?"
"Why, Sir," he bellowed jovial- is the co-author of "The Sickle
and milk which he carried in a
tray hanging at his waist.
He ly, "I have Ham Salad, Ham, Pi- Cell Trait: Incidence and Influwas so nice about the matter, and mento Cheese, and Deviled Egg." ence in Pregnant Colored Wo"Then, give me all but deviled men."
I so hungry, that I politely took
The article appeared in
off his hand's, for a sum which epg."
the September, 1948, issue of the
was only moderately exorbitant,
He did.
I had expected the
one paper carton of milk and one ham to be spam, so was not dis- American Journal of the Medical
sandwich marked "Roast Beef." appointed when it turned out to Sciences.)
Quickly quenching my thirst with be just that.
Dr. Switzer worked with two
I was not very
the milk, I decided to save the much surprised when I found the others to produce "Isopropyl Alcontainer for my mother, and was ham salad to be the same stuff.
cohol Intoxication" which ap-restrained from doing so only by But the pimiento cheese—ah,
remembering that she has a thim- here I was in for a delight. There peared in the July, 1948, issue of
ble.
could be no substitution for pi- the Southern Medical Journal.)
Another article in which Dr.
Next, I tore the wrapping from miento cheese. I peered inside.
Switzer had a hand, "Viscosity
my little appetizer. Biting into Spam.
it, I was aware almost immediNow I had an idea. I called Studies of Erythrocytes from Persons with Sickle Cell Diseases,"
ately that its taste was not like the concessionaire over.
appeared in a 1948 publication
that of any other roast beef I had
"Give me," I commanded, "a sponsored by the Society for Exever savored. Separating its two
deviled egg sandwich."
perimental Biology and Medicine.
three-inch slices of bread, I beHe could tell by the gleam in
Dr. Switzer finished Clemson's
gan to delve for the substance
my good eye-what I had in mind, four year pre-medicine course in
which caused it to be labeled as
and I perceived him to quiver. three years and one six week
it was.
His shifty orbs; vilified. His hair summer ternir
My initial search proving futile,
stood on his heir.'.. He was licked
He pow has an office in Union,
I took from my pocket a small
at his own game.
S. C.
Bausch and Lombhand lens
Swiftly I tore open the wrapwhich often ccmes in handy for.i
removing splinters from ventrilo- ping. This would not be spam.
quists' fingers. This time, I lo- He could substitute it for roast at what age I had begun to have
The sandwich
cated the elusive meat, which was beef, for. ham salad, for ham, for naughty dreams.
hiding behind a small grain- if pimiento cheese, conceivably; but man passed, but I avoided his
No. I was triumphant leer.
wheat which had been missed -in j for deviled egg?
"Are you the Jeter type, or the
the milling process, i It was not ] exulting in advance at my own
ingenuity as again I got out my Edwards type?" the elderly woroast beef at all, but spam.
Summoning him with whom I lens, opened the sandwich, and— man asked me.
I was not listening.
I was
lately had done business, I inter- I stared straight ahead, trembling,
,
!
I as the scenes of my life flashed brooding over the iniquity of a
before me. , As short , subjects, man who would make a deviled"
there were the four stages of egg sandwich with Treet.
mitosis in a common somatic cell
from prcphase to telephase.
"Look, the patch on my pants
Eventually, I fell back into is falling off."
conversation with the elderly
"Serves you right. As you sew,
Annual elections of officers for
woman, who now wanted to know so shall you rip."
the Phi Eta Sigma; Fraternity
were held last Thursday night at
a regular meeting of the club.
yWSWW,AV.V«V«V%V.V«V.V.V.V.%%VV.V.%Vl.»«VV."rtVWV
Officers elected for the coming year were M. G. Michael,:
textile chemistry major from
Lexington, N. C, president; H, E.
Bland, ag engineering major from
Gaffney, vice-'president; H. G.
Allison, Jr., Textile Manufacturing major from Gaffney, secretary; J, A. Shockley, Jr., mech'anical engineering major of Falls
Church, Va., treasurer; and C. J.
Gray, chemical engineering major of Anderson, historian.
Howard Lee, retiring president,
gave a report of the national Phi
Eta Sigma convention held in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama recently. At
the conclusion of his discussion of
this convention, the meeting was
adjourned.

Signal From the Quarterback

Dr. P. K. Switzer,
ss
Part In Writing Med ical Articles

ranis
The awarding *of federal grants
to individual students rather than
to colleges and universities might
forestall the possibility of governmental control of higher education, William B. Baer, dean of
the New York University College of Arts and Pure Science,
declared recently.
Conceding the "merit" of the
proposals for federal aid to the
nation's colleges and universities,
Dean Baer suggested, however,
that "responsibility be placed directlyXi'pon the individual rather
than upon the institution." He
proposes that the government
continue to subsidize the education of talented young men and
women.
This should be done on the
basis of competitive examinations, Dean Baer said. "Let it pay
their tuition fees and contribute
toward their support, much in the
manner of the G. I. Bill of Rights
today. And let them choose their
own academic homes, provided of
course that they meet the admission requirements of their selection.
Dean Baer decried the "popular notion" that record enrollments of veterans and non-veterans' has resulted in large profits
to the colleges and universities of
the United States. Increased enrollments, he noted, have made
expenditures necessary for larger
faculties and extended space for
classes and laboratories. "There
comes a point," he added, "beyond which excessively high enrollments are a liability."
Despite assertions that specialized training is of greater importance in modern life, he declared, the characteristics of the
liberal arts education have proven
valuable throughout the war and
during the post-war period.
"Experiments have been introduced, innovations have been attempted,
changes
have
been
made, many of them successful
and therefore permanent. But
basically, despite dark predictions
during the recent war, the curriculum of liberal arts colleges has
been altered very little, the primary puupose, really not at all."
Dean Baer. expressed regret
for "the gradual passing" of the
veteran student. He credited the
large veteran enrollment with the
improvement in scholarship in
most of the nation's institutions
of higher education.
Dean Baer said that the number of students who were graduated from the University College
here with Latin honors during
the past academic year was the
largest in many years. He said
last year's Phi Beta Kappa list
was one of the largest in the College's history.

LANDER TO RETURN
E. M. Lander, Jr., associate professor of history and government,
will return to Clemson February
1. He has been on leave to work
since 1947 for his Ph. D. degree
at the University of North Carolina.
Professor Lander has been
travelling recently in order to
gather material for his dissertation.
He has married since he left
Clemson and will make his home
in one of the pre-fabs.
There was once a man who loved
bees.
He was always their friend,
He liked to sit upon their hives.
But they stung him in the end.

Michael To Head
Frosh Honor Frat
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Clemson Theatre
Clemson, S. C.
FRIDAY, JAN. 1

'The Dude Goes
West7
With

Eddie Albert,
Storm

SATURDAY, JAN.

Gale
15

'The Emperor
Waltz*
Bing Crosby
Joan Fontaine
MON-TUES,

JAN.

17-18

'Kiss the Blood Off
My Hands'
Burt Lancaster, Joan
Fontaine
WED-THURS,

'Fighter

JAN.

19-20

Squadron'

In Technicolor with an ALLSTAR Cast

From Harvard fo Hawaii ARROW WHITE SHIRTS
score highest with college men year after year.
Good reason, too, for Arrow's policy of finest quality,
smart styling and honest value makes sense to college men.
When you need a good white shirt, one that will fit well,
look, wear and wash well—see your Arrow deafer.
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People Who Need Choking
There ai'e people on this campus who need to be tarred
and feathered. Shootin' is too good for them. The persons in question are those who go to the library, pick up a
new magazine, and proceed to tear out all the pictures that
they think will add glamour to the walls of their rooms.
Not only is this done to magazines; it happens to everj- book
that contains a picture that could possibly be considered a
pin-up.
Officials of th.e library complain that there are those
who evidently believe that certain magazines are subscribed
to just for their benefit. At least, they walk into the reading room and appropriate any one that takes their fancy.
These things would be overlooked in a kindergarten, but
they are considered bad taste in a college.
The library is now- running at its peak. It contains well
over two hundred thousand selected books and bound periodicals. The staff has been enlarged to take care of the
increased student hod}', and a man is now aide to get personal help for any work he has to do.
With this humming activity come the headaches of any
fast-moving process. Some can be cut down, if not entirely eliminated, with cooperation from those who use the
library.

rWGjiKlf
It's good to see that at last Clemson will be. able to
boast a stoplight. Besides taking us out of the "one-horse"
category and putting us on the "city" level, the light system
will do a lot toward clearing up Clemson's snarled downtown traffic.
Why several traffic fatilities haven't occurred already
is a mystery. Clemson's being on the main traffic artery
between Atlanta and Greenville makes every man who ventures dow llov, A. a poor insurance risk.
If the :iey,' idea in orne way to warn motorists
before they gel to the signal, it should do away almost entirely with Clemson's "no man's land".
The traffic signal stands as a mark of the efforts on the
part of ccuntless campus organizations and town groups
who labored for its completion. Certainly, all are to be
congratulated.

Give Vent1 To Yoyr Gripes
A lot of side-of_the-mouth comment has been heard
concerning this paper's policy from time to time. One has
to do with the criticism heaped upon student "notables";
another is The Tiger's apparent non-participation in the
honor system controversy.
For those who are not enlightened, The Tiger welcomes
letters to the editorial staff whether they commend or rebuke. The letters are printed in "Letter to Tom Clemson"
and there is no case on record of any letter's having been
turned down. The only stipulation is that the letter be
signed.

MOPSYVOLADYS PARKER
ARE YOU POSITIVE VOU HAVE NY WORN
THIS GIRDLE^

(Released by T^e Associated Newspapers)

alk of the Town
By HOWELL ARTHUR
Letter Written
A representative of an organization prominent in campus government and politics
recently has written a letter to the president (Dr. Poole, not Cdr. Truman), to ihe
commandant, to the registrar, and to the
deans, in which he states an abomination
for the cheating which he alleges is bountiful in Clemson's classrooms. Misunderstanding is fostered by the letter, which
seems to hold the faculty responsible. The
faculty simply is being asked to help remedy the situation.
No one but a badly myopic deaf mute
could be ignorant of the fact that "skinning" is prevalent at Clemson, provided
that be spent so much as one week here.
It has come almost to be accepted, like
Mess Hall food and squirrels that eat all our
acorns. Acknowledgement does not necessarily connote approval, and the question
arises every blue moon or two as to who
shall bell the cat, and how the job shall be
done.
Inevitably, someone suggests the honor
system. In fact, the Senior Council issued
reply cards at one time, on which students
were requested to indicate which type of
system they preferred. One. blank, fortunately, was for those who wanted no honor
system at all. That is the one which I
checked.
Against Honor SystemI should like to go on record here and
now as being opposed to this alleged prevention in any form of which' I have yet
heard. As I understand it, there are two
basic categories into which they can be divided: those which require the student to
tattle to the faculty, and those whicli require
the student to censure bis fellow student
directly.
My reason for resisting the latter should
be apparent. If I detected a Holshouser or a
Salisbury concealing notes in his nylons, my
initial reflex, being self-preservatory, would
be to crawl Off into a hole. On the other
hand, I might do terrible tilings to a little
freshman whom I caught looking straight
ad rather than at the ceiling during so
cytology prelim. I am terrible when arous-
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Have you ever thought of, "What is Life"? The word within itself has many varied meanings, and probably has a different meaning for each of us. However, in orie particular respect, life-is filled
with decisions to be made, and for each of us to make. As children,
it actually was a decision that caused us to play peaceably, or otherwise, with a friend. Our decisions caused our playmate's actions to
conform to our own in harmony. Unless we were forced to go, as
the case may be, our decisions or choices made the difference between going to Sunday School on Sunday morning, or doing something of lesser importance.
We may regret it at times,' but our decisions caused most -of us to
come to Clemson College. We had choices between larger and smaller
schools; between military and non-military schools. Whether we
realize it or not, each of us play important roles in life when we decide to do this or that.
Most of us are tempted in one way or another, sometime in our
life, and especially when we do not know the right answer to a question on a test or exam. What are our decisions then? Do we let
our weaker selves be supreme in cur lives, or do we paddle our own
canoe with a strange desire to win honestly? Decisions between right
and wrong sometimes mean the difference between success and failure, and success doesn't mean using the other person's knowledge to
get along. When we think we are succeeding, but actually because of
our parasitic nature, we are fooling ourselves. We are losing faster
than we are when we lose our own.
Yes, there are decisions to be made. We have to choose our way
of passing exams. We have to choose our life's work, and when we
do, we decide who will be our master—God or mammon. The right
to make a living is ours, but if we allow good grades, especially at
the expense of unfair methods, money, or any other material possession to be the incentive of our occupations, we serve mammon and his
evils of life. It is also cur responsibility to God to use the talents he
lets us have, and when we use them according to his will and when
we serve the Creator and give all things, we serve Him.
It is my belief that honesty is a talent given by God. Are we
, going to bury a necessary factor to life as did the foolish man in the
book of Matthew? How do w eanswer the question, ''What is Life?"
Do we say it has many ingredients, one of which is honesty? Dishon^
esty? Some people think it practically impossible for students to be
honest. The time is close at hand for us to show thern. The chalis lenge is ours. Life—Decision; Honesty? Dishonesty?

ed, especially if my intended victim
smaller than f.
Besides, I'd feel pretty silly telling someone that "You've been cheating," when he
knows it all along.
The other method has innumerable disadvantages. One is that, under such a system, there will be those who wilOoverdo
the thing. They will report their enemies
for little more than no reason at all, and
they will close their eyes to the flagrant violations by their friends. Another objection is that errors will be made in all
cerity. .The professor's word will ever be
taken before that of the student. If a mentor
is convinced that his pupil has borrowed
information, that pupil probably will be expelled, whether or not his guilt is established
adequately.
In my humble opinion, it is better for
many students to cheat than for one to
be sent home unjustly.
Trust—Not Distrust
The most popular dodge to all this reasoning is that "people who go to schools
winch have honor systems say that they
work, and that they love them." Certainly
they love them. Many colleges which have
systems have, also, legalized skinning. Fraternities pool funds to buy examinations,
and own files of notes and themes which
are open to members. By no means, however, is love the universal emotion toward
the honor system among those who are
required to enforce it. Neither are such
systems always effective.
The letter mentioned above suggests that
the faculty cooperate by keeping close watch
over copies of tests and by avoiding duplicity, among other preventives. This, coupled with the individual cooperation of each
student, could do immeasurable good. There
are some who will continue to cheat. They
would do so, in all likelihood, under any
system. I venture to say that we shall approach, as near perfection as anyone.
A chain is only as strong as its weakest
link. The writer of that letter and I both
confess to having cheated in the past. We
shall try to improve in the future. Will you
do the same?

Or. Poole Says
The scholastic record of some
students may not be very impressive or satisfactory* as the
end of the semester draws near.
Some may even consider that
final efforts to pass their courses
will be futile. No doubt, some
students will fail, but with sincere effort some- will pass
courses that may not now seem
possible.
Every student should ' 'profit
by the experience of the 1948
football team. On three different occasions, when the team
seemed to be beaten, they refused to give up, and in the last
minutes of the game the Tigers
marched to victory.
Students should make an allout effort to pass all their scheduled work and should remember that the more they pass this
semester, the nearer they will be
to graduation. No one should
give up at this time, but everyone should continue to work and
to study until examinations begin.
K. F. Poole, President

By JACK BRADFIELD
Box 502
Why Bid It Rain Today?
Small noses pressed to window pane,
The children find no joy in rain.
The puppies whimper in the shed
And wonder where the sun has fied.
Why did it rain today?

Box 1450
Clemson, S. C.
January 12, 1948

Dear Tom:
The first Student Community
Chest drive is over; to say that
The sprigs of green? the thirsting streams?
it was a success would be a state(On Nature's breast each droplet gleams
As diamonds sparkle worn or love.)
ment so far from the truth that
The dusty lane? the elms above?
it would be absurd . . . but to say
For these the rain today?
that it; was a complete failure
would be as far from the truth.
Tomorrow morn the sun will rise
To date the drive has collected
And dry the tears in baby eyes,
in cash and has pledged to it an
And carelessly the world forget
amount that represents almost
The storm of droplets cool anci^wet,
one-half of the original goal of
This gray and rainy day.
the drive. A final organized efBut two whose hearts to shelter ran
fort will be carried out this week
Have found a joy this day began,
in an attempt to collect as manyAnd huddled close in warmth and love,
pledges as possible; however, the
They smile at leaden skies above,
chest will receive payment of the
And at the rain today.
pledges or new donations at any
New Ycrk
time.
The co-operation the drive reI've never been to see New York but know
Her face as well as if I often had.
ceived from various students, or- From bits of knowledge spiteful gossips sow
ganizations, and outsiders, was
And from her awkward beau, the country lad.
remarkable. Originated by AlA haughty girl, her jealous neighbors say,
pha Phi Omega, Blue Key, Tiger
Who flaunts the jewels in her evening gown;
Brotherhood, and the YMCA
A naught girl a kiss-and-run, hthe say,
Cabinet, the drive received valuThe lads who seek to steal *" s?olri°n crown.
able aid from other organizations
But sweetly o'er the prattle of the mob
and credit should be given. The
Of discontents, her voice is'calling me.
(In many tones, 'though one could do the job!)
Senior Class officers were very
This maiden city standing by the sea.
co-operative in giving up a plan
Oh yes. I knew her fea+ures. every part;
to raise money for their project,
Capricious? Yes, but lovely, says my heart.
JWB so that a conflict in timing might
be avoided. The Tiger did a
wonderful job promoting and advertising the drive. Thanks are
also due to Col. Crosby and the
military staff for calling off inspection before Christmas at the
, request of the chest; to Art
Roberts who came from Greenville to help make Stunt Night a
success; to all students who participated in Stunt Night; to the
merchants in Clemson and Anderson who so generously gave
prizes for Stunt Night; and especially to those students who
gave
so freely of their time in
OSCAR SAYS
that Bob "Blabber Mouth"
Who
whipped
UD that new collecting funds. The final sucBradley would look good on a
"creation" "Tham" McGregor was cess or failure of the drive derow boat to China.
wearing
Saturday night. You're a pended, however, upon the stuOSCAR SAYS
that, it's rumored that "Flush" big man "Tham," but not that dent body as a whole ... to those
students who he.'oed with the
Alexander; latciy of Converse, big!
drive by donations, large or small,
OSCAR SAYS
hears wedding bells at Coker.
What's happened to "Skipper" the Chest is grateful.
How 'bout it Ray?
Seddcn? Has he, too, joined the
The members of the Committee
OSCAR SAYS
sponsoring the drive realize that
that Six Tobin is hereby dub- passing parade.
OSCAR SAYS
they have made a let of mistakes
bed "Judas."
that "Baby Face" has a gal in this, the first drive. We sinOSCAR SAYS
that Sam "Knucklehead" Ray who smokes "segars" and cerely hope that future groups
vs."
had better corral his horses. Room
will profit by our many mistakes
OSCAR SAYS——
arrest is a night-mare. <
According to Robbin Julie.i he . . . mistakes for which there are
—
OSCAR SAYS
ask "Tippin' Tim" Webb. Ho (Robbin). has a certain young no excuses, such as the bad timing immediately be'ore Christdove at me Zoo snowed.
tipped in once too often:
mas, the announcing that InfanOF~AR SAYSOSCAR SA"S
that Ben "Peter Rabbit" Mc- tile Paralysis would not be inCampus Scene: "Whoozy" Walton bouncing in the barracks af- Leod is running a poor second ta cluded and the embarrassing anter a session at the local "brew" Jack "The Educated Toe" Miller nouncement that we could not
for the affection of a certain represent this organization, the
emporium Saturday night.
OSCAR SAYS
Georgetown lass.
conflict with TB sale: in the pre"Brass" Smith has something
OSCAR SAYS
fab areas, and other details which
It's
wedding
bells
for
Tom
ii-iHer-eover in Greenville. What
hendered progress to-.vard a suc"Pedro" Ferguson, "Horse" Ken- cessful drive.
will the gal back home say?
OSCAR HAYS
nedy and "Josh" Shockley.
This letter is not an apology for
that "Moron" Smithwick and
-OSCAR SAYSOn the black-list at Coker there the short comings o" the drive,
"Stop-that" Pettigrew are birds
shines the name of Charlie Pace, but is intended to offer a word
of a feather.
of thanks to those who have aidOSCAR SAYS
alias "One Too Many."
ed and to express the hope of the
Likewise Chambers and Friar.
—
1
OSCAR o,AYS
OSCAR SAYS
"Jo-Jo" Mahaffee (The Ag. committee that next year's drive
efition Mr. Ferrier' Leo ICirven Boy) has a school teacher from will have more success than we
Cow'pens snowed. He (Jo-Jo)' have had.
t Editor of The Tiger.
O^CAR SAVSSincerely,
says he's getting quite .an . . .
he (Os«:) visited the moun- education?
George Fant, Chairman,
tains over the week-end and ran
OSCAR SAYS—
Student Community Chest
into one of Hamilton's Cherokee
John Cobb has it bad and Jo
Ann's the reason.
uncles.
.■

%«# <?tpm Ot&en, goUefe, jR*?6
By BILL BERRY
With exams creeping up on us
like last year's "skivvies", and
with most of the professors getthat, "now I'll get even
you" sneer, it isn't a very
good time to be funny, but we'll
try anyway.
She: "I'm perfect."
He: "I'm practice."
Yellow Jacket

During the war, two sailors
boarded an east-bound train and
took their seats in the club car
next to a very nice young lady.
They immediately started a
conversation with the fair young
thing, and it went something like
this:
First sailor: "My name is Peter,
but I'm no saint."
Second sailor: "My name is
And the coed was heard to say Paul, and I'm no apostle."
Fair young thing: "My name
as they passed down University
is Mary, and am I embarrassed?"
Street,
"For goodness sake, use both
hands."
ENTATIONS IN THE LAD
"Can't. Have to chive with I have a chemistry' prcfe^scr,
one."
I shall not pass.
Ball State News
He maketh me to show ignorance
Before the whole class.
Once there were two little He giveth me more than I can
grains of wheat; one was a little
learn;
boy grain of wheat, and the He lowereth my grades.
other was a little girl grain of Ye, though I waik
wheat. They were bo':h very Through the Valley of Knpwledge
much in love, and when the wind I shall not learn.
blew they would rub up against He anointeth my head with
problems;
each other (that's the way grains My eyes runneth over.
of wheat make love). One "day Surely atoms and colecules
the little girl grain of wheat went Shall follow me all the days of
my life,
to sleep, and when she woke up
And I shall dwell
she was a loaf of bread. Sud- In the Chem lab forever and ever.
denly she cried, "Help, Help, I've
So be it.
SAN FRANCISCO FOGHORN
been reaped!"

Beneath this stone lies Murphy;
They buried him today.
He lived the life of Riley
While Riley was away.
Also:
In protest to lengthy labs: The
mind can hold only what the
seat can endure.
BORROWERS' OATH
I think that I shall never see
The dollar that I loaned to
A-dollar that I could have J.
For varied forms of merriment.
The one I loaned to you so gladly
The same which I now need so
badly.
For whose
I had great
hope.
Just like an optimistic dope;
For dollars loaned to folks like
thee,
Art not returned to fools like me.
— "The Spectator," MacPherson
College via The Akron Buchteiite via the Boston Heights
In politics, party loyalty is the
hope of a good job.
Univ. of Mississippi,
THE MISSISSIPEIAN

OSCAR

SAYS

■—OSCAR

CAYS

osc
OSCAR
SAYS"Skinny" Zeigler is a gobd exWonder if the proverbial card
That "Wee-Willie"
,'ee. Moore is
ample of the emaciated one in game in Plyier's room will re- evading the clutches of a "young"
cess for exams?
Atlas' "Before and After."
lady from Augusta, age 41 years.
OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

-OSCAR SAYS' Weather' Forecast: Snow and
Where have you b.een CockThat he (Oscar) hopes it isn't
warmer if "Cobra" Carter con- fieid and what's the matter? Pen- too late for Tony Eowman to get
tinues those visitations to Con- dleton too far to run?
out of Darby's clutches. Taboo
•
OSCAR SAYS
Tony, Taboo!
-OSCAR SAYSBaity Faile is still trying.
OSCAR SAYS
■
CSCAR SAYS
He (Oscar) predicts that "Dec"
Monk "7:30" Williams is losing
"Spaniel"
Sperry
is
voted
the
Roberts won't be . elected prexy
his grip in the Engine House . . .
of the senior class of '50 and that boy most likely to be "Lassie's make it 6:30, Monkey!
stand-in."
i—OSCAR SAYS
Doing nothing is the most tire- Darby won't even p]
OSCAR SAYS
;
What happened to the C. D. A.?
OSCAR SAYS
some job in the world, because
that Larry Stanley is fast be- The troops don't know what's gothat he (Oscar) is .in deepest
you can't stop and rest.
coming another Bill Alford.
ing on? Does the C. D. A.?
THE BONA VENTURE sympathy with "Ulcers" Cro
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Post Magazine Writer Cites Basketball
As Nation's Third "Gambling" Sport
Basketball has become a bet-*
ting proposition next only
to
horse rffcing and baseball, Stanley Frank charges today
(Jan.
12th)
in a Saturday
Evening
Post article. And the point system set up by the gamblers, he
Clemson's Naval Reserve Unit
adds, is "better than a license to
held its first meeting last night in
sell counterfeit money."
■Betting on basketball has been the Chemistry Lecture room, unenormously stimulated by
the der the direction of Professor M.
intersectional publicity build-up C. Bell. The unit will hold its
every
aroused by college doublehead- meetings from now on
fourth Wednesday
ers, Mr. Frank points out
in second and
at eight
"Basketball's Big Wheel," a pro- night in the month
file of Ned Irish, originator and o'clock.
This first meeting was an orsole owner of the basketball concession at Madison Square Gar- ganizational meeting. Henceforth,
den. Mr. Irish has allied inter- the two hour meeting will be diests in Philadelphia and Buffalo, vided into two periods, the first
N. Y. His total income from bas- an assembly of all members, and
ketball since 1934 is estimated at the second a sort of class period
during which "staff" and "line"
more than a million dollars.
Although Mr. Irish makes vig- members -will meet in separate
orous efforts to keep bookmakers instructural groups.
Professor Bell states that
in
away from his basketball games,
gambling flourishes, Mr. Frank future meetings, movies will be
shown and talks will be given by
says.
"The tricky point system is a visiting Navy personnel.
The unit now has thirl y-four
vicious gimmick if for no other
reason than that a college boy members on its muster roll.
can play ball with the gamblers
and wink at a not-too-queasy
conscience," Mr. Frank writes. "If
a kid misses a few shots that do
not cost his side the gamei he has
not actually sold out alma mater, [
and no one can pin anything on | Dr. J. O. Smith, pastor cf the
Buncombe Street Methodist
him.
"Whispers of such deals have Church in Greenville, will speak
been heard . . . and, although at the 2:10 p. m. and 6:10 p. m.
nothing ever has been proved, Vespers at the YMCA this Sunthere have been some strange go- day. His subject will be "The
ings-on. The most damaging im- World Council of Churches,' and
plication that skulduggry may be Observations in Europe."
abroad in the Garden came last j He went to Europe last summer
season when the Minneapolis syn- as an accredited delegate to the
dicate that puts out the 'line' for World Council of Churches from
basketball throughout the coun- the Methodist Church. Dr. Smith
try refused to quote figures for and a fellow Bishop were the only
New York games. The influence Southern representatives to this
His daughter, who
was plain: the boys suspected the conference.
games were not strictly on the was "caravaning" in Europe durup-and-up.
The syndicate has" ing the summer months, visited
been shying away from Philadel- Poland and Germany with him.
Dr. Smith was pastor of the
phia for several years."
Mr. Irish, a former New York Clemson Methodist Church for
newspaper
sports writer, made four years in the early '30's. He
college basketball, a big-time com- received his A. B. degree from
mercial success overnight,
Mr. Wofford in 1922, his B. D. from
Frank says. The game attracts Yale in 1925, and his D. D. from
spectators annually; Wofford in 1946.
(100,0CO,000
an average of 18,000 attended j
each of the 30 to 40 doubleheaders held each season at the Garden during the past five years.
"Basketball draws more cus- j
Various factors affecting agritomers to the
Garden proper-1 culture in South Carolina in 1949
tionately than any other attrac- { are being discussed at a series of
tion and is the most profitable j meetings being held throughout
after hockey," according to the the state during January. MeetPost article. "BfirfoTe Irish took; ings have been scheduled for
charge of the situation, college j each of the 46 counties of the
basketball teams and players en- , state with extension specialists
joyed little more than local repu- assigned to each meeting to astations, with games rarely sche- sist in the discussions.
duled more than 200 miles from'
The meetings have been grouphome. Facilities for accommo-, ed according to extension
disdating crowds were so inadequate tricts. The district agents of each
that $250 was the top and $75 district will b2 present, and in
the usual guarantee paid to a addition one or more extension
visiting team . ., . Today, every specialists will attend each meetteam that plays' in the Garden ing to lead in discussions of
collects almost as much for one problems of special interest or
appearance as it once cleared on importance
to the
individual
an entire season . . ."
counties. The problem of insect

Naval Reserve Unit
egins Operations

Dr. J. O. Smith To
Speak At YMCA
Sunday Vespers

insect Control Among
Topics Discussed

control will be discussed in all
June is the month of brides. cotton-grov/ing counties. The seThe other eleven are devoted to ries of meetings started January
5 and they will be completed Jandivorcees.
DE PAUL DE PAULIA uary 13.

Clemson Students Always Welcome

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

CASH FOR BOOK
The Clemson Student Co-op will pay cash for current
used te.xt books up to the limit of its finances.
Due to its limited funds the co-op requests that whenever

pcrsijb

students

leave

current

texts

en

the uj.nal consignment basis which is selling price
less 20% cemmissien, payable when beak is sold.
Students who have consigned r.on current texts to
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Phillipines Send 'Note of Thanks
To Cl emson for Ag Bulletin
Smith To Be Speaker
At AAUW, PTA Meet
The Clemson Chapter of the
American Association of the University Women is co-sponsoring
with the Parent Teachers Organization the second and final meeting in a series on the findings of
the South Carolina Educational
Survey Commission.
Mr. P. C. Smith, Co-Director
of Administration and Finance of
the State Department of Education, will discuss the legislation
which should be enacted to correct weaknesses in our public
school system as shown by the
recent ■ Educational Survey.
Mrs. W. T. Ferrier announced
Tuesday that the sponsors of this
meeting extend a special invitation to the students and other
members of the community to attend the discussion.
A lso on the program will be
brief five minute reports from the
Chairmen of the Welfare and
Costume Committees.

Questions
about
automobiles
for veterans eligible by reason of
loss of limbs or loss of use of them
and insurance are part of cur- j
rent mail. Replies are obtained j
from the Veterans Administration !
and published in this column by
the Clemson Tigrer as a service to
our veterans.
Q. My brother, a World War II
veteran, made valid application
for an automobile under Public
Law 663, 79th Congress. But he
died before delivery of the car
could be made. May it now be
paid by the VA and delivered to
his estate?
A. No. Payment for the car by
VA is contingent upon its delivery
to the veteran.
Q. I received a leg injury in an
automobile accident recently
which requires outpatient' treatment. Will VA furnish the required treatment?
A. Outpatient treatment is
available only for service - connected disabilities.
Q. I assigned my armed forces
leave bond to pay premiums ir
advance on my National Service
Life Insurance, but I need fund:
at this time. May I withdraw ali
cr part of it?
A. Yes. Upon written request
of the insured, all or part of the
unearned 'premium may be refunded.
Q. I wrecked' my automobile
which was furnished by VA under
provisions of Public Law 663,
79th Congress. Will VA give me
another car to replace it?
A. No. There is no provision
under the law to provide more
than one automobile to an eligible veteran.
Q. I am a disabled veteran. Am
I entitled to increase compensation because of my. dependents?
A. If your disability rating is 6G
percent or more, you should submit to Veterans Administration
documentary evidence? of the existence of a wife or child or evidence of dependency of your parents so that you may qualify for
increased compensation gaymente
under Public Lav/ 877 of the 80th
Congress.
Q. My father U supporting a
large family. May 1 claim him as
a dependent while I am in training under the G-I Bill?
A. Dependency will be held to
exist if your father does not haye
an income sufficient to provide
reasonable maintenance for himself and members of his family
under legal age, or members of
his family otherwise dependent
by reason of mental or physical
incapacity. *
(Veterans wishing further information about veterans' benefits may have their questions
answered by contacting the VA
Office, Room No. 8, Anderson
Building, 207 N. Main Street, Anderson, S. C.

VieVe**«yj
WOGLP WAR H VETERANS
WHO CAN PASS A PHYSICAL
EXAMINATION MAY REINSTATE
THEIR LAPSED Gl INSURANCE

the co op are asked to pick them up by January 20.

Early in the fall of last year, ♦
the Clemson College School of
Agriculture received from the
Philippine Islands a routine
request for one of the many
bulletins which it publishes regarding work at its extension
service and at the South Carolina Experiment Station.
Manuscripts to be judged for
The bulletin was remitted entrance into Gamma Alpha Mu,
promptly, and has recently local honor English fraternity for
brought a letter of thanks. The writers, must be given to ProTiger, believing that this letter fessor ' John D.
Lane
or
to
speaks for itself, prints it here- Howell Arthur between now and
with:
spring holidays.
Announcement
Bangued, Abra, P. I. is made now so that writers may
October 26, 1948
begin preparing their material.
Director H. P. Cooper
The manuscripts must be either
Clemson College,
typewritten or printed, and can
South Carolina, U. S. A.
be any type of writing except
Sir:
academic work (such as themes
I have the greatest pleasure to and term papers) and letters.
let you know that I had received Journalistic stories, belles lettres,
a big envelope containing Bul- poetry, and humor are especially
letin 371, April 1948.
desirable.
I did open it with much care,
and I found the said bulletin. I
read it with much interest and
enthusiasm of its inspiring informations. In return for your greatest helps to me, I express to you,
Professor H. E. Glenn of the
including Messrs. Charles P. But- civil engineering department gave
ler and D. E. Crawford. (Sic) a talk on "The Importance of In(Ed. Note: Butler and Crawford J dustry in South Carolina" at a
are co-authors'of the bulletin.)
meeting of the Clemson Society of
Please permit me to extend to Chemical Engineers last Tuesdayall people in the whole state of night.
South Carolina strongest regards
Professor Glenn is presently
and best wishes. May they meet I engaged in research work for the
their good lucks! God will guide department
and
has
covered
them for the best. May the em- South Carolina to obtain his inployees, students and pupils in formation.
New officers were
the entire State of South Carolina installed- for the present year
meet hasty successes!
after the talk.
With love and strongest re- j
H. G. Daniel, junior of Chargards and best wishes. Closing lotte, was elected president; E.
my letter with many thanks and D. Brockman, junior of Greer, as
joys, wishing you admirable suc- vice-president; L. A. Mitchell,
cesses. Adeau! I am,
junior of Folly Beach, as secreVery truly yours,
tary; and T. M. McCurry, junior
(Signed) Simon B. Barbadillo of Anderson, as treasurer.

Gamma Alpha hAu
Sets Deadline On
Writers' Material

Slenn Speaks To
Chem Eng Recently

.

GRADUATING EXERCISES

PLATTER
CHATTER
By DajicHo Dave
Stan Kenton has done it again,
but not for reasons of health. He
disbanded his group last month
and won't reorganize until this
summer or possibly fall, Right
now he has concerts on his mind.
This vacation! will give him time
to cook up some new -piercing
arrangements.
1949 will bring a little confusion with it for a while, until
the record companies can get
together
on
their
revolutions
(per minute).' Record-shop rumors have it that Capitol and
Decca will standardize their longplaying platters with Victor, leaving Columbia to choose its own
speed. Even so, the regular
speed records will be issued indefinitely.

Billie Holiday, the chocolate
chanteuse, who also waxes under
the alias of 'Lady Day," has
come out of retirement with a
bang and a reputed salary of
over $3,000 per week and perTheo Monroe has been elected
centages. She will be only one
Socf the many "names," including vice president and David
Dizzy Gillespie and Louis Arm- ! journer has been elected secreof the YMCA Cabinet, to
strong, to appear at Billy r
succeed David Banks and J. A.
Trouvilie Club this season.
j Smith, respectively, who
are
Dinah Shore is now a re;
| graduating in Fbruary.
member of Jack Smith's CBS
The
new
officers
assumed
show, in addition to singinj ' on their duties on January 10, and
the Eddie Cantor show.

nroe, sojourner
Ejected To 'Y' Posts

The King Cole Tr;o ai ' W
Herman, both under i
manager,
Carlos
Casio;,
combine for a series of con
in the east this February,
playing most of the big c
they will hit the top Februar
by playing in unison at Can
Hall.

College Chapel
Order of Exercises

(Audience will pfcase slant! as seniors march, in)
Invocation
The Reverend E, Wannaniaker Hard'n
Duo Paino Sel teHC.i
Address to Gi*adualin« (jars
The Honorable George VVarren, C'as" of i°33
Senator from Hampton County
President of South Carolina Bar Association
Conferring of Decrees and Delivery of Diplomas
President R. F. Pooie
ScjLi!| by Audience

"Taps"
(Audience will please remain seated as graduates
march out)
(Music by Mr. and Mrs. Hugh H. McGariiy)

will serve through next semester.
Four new members were elected to the Cabinet last week. They
are Clyde Allen, a member of the
BST.T Council; Henry Black, president of the Senior Y Council;
A., B. Snell, deputations chairman of the Wesley Foundation;
and W. P. Roberts, vice president
i of BSU.

J. Paul Slieedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

ieed For ExtraMTrmumf Lift
Out
or - cisnsroom ?.o^T
once looked upon as frill
!
oafing. are now being r.
throughout the nation as a vi
>art of college education, Dr.
Daryl Chase, clean of students at
Utah S;aic Agricultural College,
declared here.
Dean Chase
from a three v
out the east in ■
for informaiibri pert
make-up of a %
union
building.
One of the outstaj '
!
ac;
eristics bf a good
:
s a flexible cai ,

"Alma Mater"
Beriediciion
The Reverend Emrriet Gribbin

Charles M. Haan, an aStimnus
of Clemson College, was elected
Vice-President of Atlantic City
Electric Company accordi^gs,, to
an announcement of Philip Sporn,
retiring President of' the Company. Atlantic City Electric Company serves 390 communities in
Southern New Jersey.
Mr. Hagan, son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Hagan, was born
and raised in Due West, S. C. He
was a member of the graduating
class of 1924 and received his B.
S. Degree in Electrical Engineering.
After graduating, Mr. Hagan
joined the staff of General Electric Company and in 1928 "'accepted a position with his present
company. He held several posts
with the company including; Division Manager at Salem, N. J.,
and Bridgeton N. J. In 1946 he
moved to Atlantic City &■ Assistant General Manager. ^
Mr. Hagan is active in civic
and charitable organizations including Boy Scout work, holding
its highest honor, the
Silver
Beaver Award. He is also a member of Atlantic City Rotary Club.
Club.

gnizes

Saturday, January 29, 1919
H A. M.

i Elided ¥ice
iblic -Uflllly

will have such a
should be r.ble to hold 2 200
couples.
In most of the colleges the dean
visited the union building was a
"hive of activity." In his opinion
the most beautiful union building is that of the University of
Illinois.

THE hair that bothered this tortoise didn't run him a race, as
they "tort-us" back in school. His hair just kept getting in
his eyest Being naturally slow, it took some time for him to
try the Finger-Nail Test. But when he did, brother, did he
move fast for a bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil—and look at him
now! No more dryness and loose, ugly dandruff! Wildroot
Cream-Oil keeps his hair well groomed all day long.
What non-alcoholic Wildroot Cream-Oil containing Lanolin
did for Sheedy, it can do for you. So get a bottle or tube today
at the nearest drug or toilet goods counter. And have your
barber give you professional applications. You'll like what
Wildroot Cream-Oil does for your hair—so mock this turtle
and start using it today.
■^ of 327 Burroughs Dr., Snyder, N. Y.
Wildroot Company; Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

~f-fa/73>mc/fc tm aSc/s Jom 6& *?
VAUGHN MONROE has the answer in
"MY OWN TRUE LOVE"
New RCA Victor Release
Here's dream-sniff that says, "Gather 'round and let's play
that again!" Smooth-singing Vaughn Monroe and his Moon
Maids make love really talk in this honey of a new recording.

Make the CAMEL 30-DAY TEST and see!
In a recent coast to coast test of hundreds of people who
smoked only Camels for 30 days—an average of one to two
packs a day—noted throat specialists, after making weekly
examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION

die,1b dftto&toi

Non-current texts in the hands of the co-op after
January 20 will be disposed of to make room for
current texts.
The Student Co.op appreciates the support given it
by the student body.

THE CLEMSON STUDENT CO-OP
For full information contact your nearest
VETEBANS" ADMINISTRATION office

^iione^-^aeA; t&ucibanlef : Smoke Camels and test
them in your own "T-Zone." T for taste, T for throat. If, at
any time, you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest
cigarette you ever smoked, return the package with the unused
Camels and we will refund its full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

Yaughn Monroe talks it over with one of his
lovely Moon Maids, June Hiett. Hear them on
the; Camel Caravan... Saturday nights... CBS.

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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Goal Gives Tiger
'Terriers Defeated In Final Minute
Of Play Bv Gillespie's Field Goal
Frank Gillespie swished a las'*
minute field goal that gave the
Tiger cagers a 61-59 triumph over Wofford's Terriers Tuesday
night at Andreds Field House.
Some 3,000 spectators jammed
Statistics compiled on Sunday
their way into the field house to
watch the most exciting basket- of this week show that Presbyteball tilt played at Spartanburg rian College's Blue Stockings are
! this-- season. The game reached leading the state in the race for
i its climax when Gillespie sunk the crown. The Blue Hose top! his winning tally' with just 40 ped the High Point, North CaroI seconds of play remaining. Wof- lina, YMCA quintet to start the
ford had tied the count at 59 all season with their record unjust ten seconds before when blemished.
After beating the College o<
Earl Cothran sank a charity toss.
Trailing 35-28 at the half way Charleston Maroons Friday nighi
mark, the Terriers made it a nip by a score of 52-46, the Wofford
and tuck affair throughout the Terriers replaced the Flying Flee)
second half. The Wofford boys from Erskine College, who losl
had high hopes of winning the to Georgia Teacher's College,
ball game in the last canto only 52-51.
Erskine is now holding a .50<
to see their hopes go up in smoke
average for the season alonf
in the last 40 seconds.
Theron Stone and Cathran ran with Furman's Purples. In ohe*
off with top scoring1 honors fci games of the week-end, Carolin;
the night with 16 markers a- lost to Davidson for her fifth
piece. Gillespie and Riddle were loss of the season, and Clemsoi
the leading point makers for the oeat the Citadel for the Tiger',
winning Bengals, with 12 and 1 second win.
All the teams in South Carolin;
tallies respectively.
lave tough schedules this week
Tuesday night's win markec" Tonight, Wofford visits Catawthe second victory over Wofforc )a for a clash with the Indians
by the Tigers who have now wor Oglethorpe rneets Presbyterian
three and lost five of their con- md the Blue Hose will be staktests and Who have been unbeater ng their perfect record.
The
in state play.
"lemson Tigers will travel tc
Tonight the Country Gentle- Wurman in an attempt to score
men invade Furman University a victory against the strong Hurfor the first meeting with the ricane.
Clemson also
has
a
Purples. Saturday the Demon great deal at stake in that they
Deacons of Wake Forest come to are unbeaten by any team in the
Tigertown for a return engage- state. Erskine will
entertain
ment with McFadden's basket- North Georgia.
ballers. The Wakes defeated the
The remainder of the week's
Tigs in the first outing by eight schedule is as follows:
'joints.
Friday: Furman at Charleston,
Wake Forest at Carolina; MerLineups:
cer University at Wofford, and
Clemson
Fg Ft Pf Tp
Oglethorpe at Newberry.
Reynolds. F
4 1 3 9
Saturday: Oglethorpe at WofHaugk, F _.. ._.
4 1 4 9
ford, Furman at the Citadel, MerTownsend, F _.__ .
0 4 0 4
cer at Charleston, and Newberry
Bell, C
2 0 4 4
at Western Carolina Teachers
Holshouser, C ....
1 0 0 2
College.

State Scoring Race
Led By Saughter

Although the Palmetto basketball scoring race is now being
led by a South Carolina Gamecock. C'emson has some men
holding high spots. Jimmy Saughier. South Carolina's tail cemer
shot a total of twenty-seven
points against Davidson's Wills ts Saturday, but his team still
lost by a score of ■64-53. June
Pruitt of . the> Clemson Tigers,
was nosed out of first place by j
the versatile Gamecock, whose
total is in third spot, standing
five points
below Clemson's
Pruitt.
Martin, another South Carolina
player, boasts a score of eighty;even- points so far this season
and is holding fourth place. Earl
Cothran, lanky Wofford pivotman, is well on his way to honors
with seventy-three points. Nelson, from the College of Charleston, has dropped considerably
and is now holding sixth place
in the State with sixty-seven.
A Clemson Tiger, Dough Haugk
is holding the seventh spot.
Haugk started the season off
slowly and since the Tiger's secand game with Georgia, he has
jeen doing very well. Presently,
his total is sixty-two.
"Skinny" Powers of Wofford,
Leonard Riddle of Clemson, ,and
Furman's center, Frank Drake,
are running very closely for- the
last three positions in Scj^th
Carolina's big ten of the scoring
parade. Powers has scored six^y,
Riddle has fifty-five, and Drake
fifty-one counters. Riddle has
had to take time out from his
excellent defensive playing in
order to keep among the top
scorers.
The State Basketball Scoring
Race, now about six weeks old,
is a close one, with most of the
sports taken by: men from Clemson and Wofford. Even though
Saughter is well ahead of the
pack at present, he will probably
nevdr be far ahead of June Pruitt
to be able to feel safe; nor will
Pruitt be free from the competiPruitt Still Leads
tion of Dean, nor Dean of a
threat from Saughter, and so on
Clemson's Scorers
down the line. All in all, it
looks like it will be a rough fight
Leading the scoring department
on the Tiger quintet is June all the .way.
Pruitt. Pruitt has scored a totai
of 92 points in the seven game: Your weiner dropped in the mud
he has played in so far. This Oh! ;you dirty dog.
gives him an average of 13 point:
"When I get cold, I buy a bottle
per game. Due to a knee injury
Pruitt was forced to remain ori of whiskey. In a few minutes
it's gone.'
the bench the last game.
"That's a short time to get rid
Following close behind Pruitt h
Haugk with a total of 71 points of a cold."
"Cold—It's the whiskey that's
Next in line is Riddle with 60 anc
gone."
Snee with a total of 43.
Pruitt 39 field goals, 14 foul
goals, total 92.
Is a cow a wild animal?
Haugk 30 field goals, 11 fou
No, it's domestic.
goals, total 71.
I always thought it was homogRiddle 23 field goals, 14 foul enized.
goals, 60 points.
Snee 19 field goals, 5 foul goals
43 points.

P.C. Now Leading
In State Standings

The most popular song now or what should he the hesl
liked is "It's June in January!" Spring is indeed in the air,
so, aaturalh- the warm day sports might get a little jump on
the chilly weaiher games. Baseball men hvae already gathered their forces together and "Rock" Norman has given the
come-hither to his tracksters. We should have a good diamond sqUad and a much improved cinder team.
TANKERS IN EXHIBITION
Clemson's swimming forces will converge on Athens and the D. of Georgia Saturday in a practice meet.
Coftches of both tank teams say their boys are not yet up
to par, but it should be, an interesting affair with such
performers as Ccnversr, Brisendine, Jacobs, Martin,
ana* Moore in there paddling, the Bulldogs might find
more than they can handle in the improving Bengal
swimmers.
FROSH CAGERS BEGIN
Candidates for the Freshman cage squad have been
practicing for about two weeks in readiness for their coming season. The new boys are steadily rounding into shape
wiifi their daily drills and will be ready when the first whistle hfcws Thursday night for their tilt with Furman.
SWIMMERS STILL NEEDY
I Although the aspirants f.qr the Bengal tank team have
been, working out for some lime, no positions have been
sewed up. Coach McHugh urges all interested boys to con_
tact him or come to the "Y" pool any afternoon. The response for the freshman team has been disappointing as
only a few boys have turned out. In fact, there are so few
competitors working out for the frosh squad that the first
year inen are working out with the varsity.
PARKER, JACOBS CHOSEN
Harry Parker and Jimmy Jacobs have been elected
to captain the swimming team for the coming year. The
pair, both kttermen, were chosen Tuesday night by
other members of the c-uad. Parker swims the 200
and 440 while Jacobs competes in the backstroke competition.
GATOR BOWL CONTROVERSY
As far as most people are concerned, the Gator Bowi
game is a thing of the past, but some people are still playing
it. Missouri players claim that two very strategic plays of
the game were wrong. They and others claim the pass
interference play was a bit of bad officiating and that dur
ing one of Clemson's touchdown drives, the ball was illegally moved, giving Clemson a first down.
Nevertheless, the scores still stand and always will.
We know that; but wonder about the other part of it.
Why didn't the Missouri players complain to the referee
at the time cf the so-called injustice instead of waiting
until after the game was over to comment about the
plays? ._ We haven't seen or heard from any pictures of
the classic, so maybe we're talking out of turn. However, as we said before, it's still Clemson 24, Missouri 23.
ALL-AMERICANS HERE
Tuesday night, Bengalville plaj-ed host to the All-American Red Heads and when the gals left, the town was in ar
uproar. For a game furnishing thrills, spills, fun and hi
larity, it couldn't be beat. Famous are the- Red Heads and
famous they should he as they showed glimpses of flashy
ball handling and shooting between their playful antics
that kept the huge crowd in a constant uproar.
The hometown boys also deserved unlimited praise as
they played along with the feminine athletes io make a ver\
enjoyable game for the worthy cause of aiding the local
American Legion baseball team.
HAUGK SPARKLES
Clemson's basketballers are now building up steam
and are steadily improving with every game. Any school
that has recently vied with the Bengals know they've
been in a scrap and one boy who has had a large part in
the proceedings is Doug Haugh, freshman from New Jersey. This tall pivotman has proved his worth with his
sparkling play under the basket and is fast gaining the
name of "sharpshooter" due to his heavy scoring.
PRUITT AND WALKER VIE
June Pruitt, star Tiger forward, played a different role
Tuesday night from the one he's used to. The Greer sharpshooter usually plays a bang-up game in the McFaddenmen's
tilts, but that night he appeared during half time. A contest ensued between Hazle Walker, girls free-throw champion, and Pruitt. When the firing was over, Miss Walker
edged out Pruitt in an excellent exhibition of the gift throwing. The Red Head then went on to win another contest,
this time tossing from her knees at the foul line.

4
Riddle, G
Snee, G
....
3
Neel, G .- .... ... ....1
Gillespie, G
_ ..
5

3
0
2
2

1 11
2 6
2 4
2 12

Totals .... .... .. .. ....24 13 18 61
Fg Ft Pf Tp
Wofford
Stone, F .- .... ... ..,6 4 3 16
Dean, F .... .... ..
3 5 2 11
Beavers, F _._. ..
0 0 0 0
Cothran, C .... .. .. ......6 4 4 16
Hofmeister, C .... .... ..1 0 0 2
2 13 5
Powers, G .... ..".. _.:.
Clark, G .... .... ... _...i 0 3 2
Stewart, G
I 0 1 ^2
2
1 4 5
Mabry, G .... ....
Totals ....

_ __22 15 20 59

Halftime Score: Clemson 35,
Wofford 28
Free throws missed: Stone 2,
Dean 2, Cothran 2, Clark, Stewvrt 3, Reynolds 2, Haugk 6, Bell,
-folshou'ser, Riddle, Snee, Gillesaie. Officials: Daniel and Barjary.

IPTAY N
Coach Frank Howard said today that this year's Iptay dues are
at this point far in excess of last
year's, but that many more were
needed before the entire (juoia
will be filled.
It is hoped that Iptay will
grow into an organization of 5000
members this year, for in order to
keep good football teams here it
takes money, and the raising of
this money is left almost entirely
up to Iptay. If Clemson supporters wish to see teams of this

year's caliber in the future, they
can help to maintain one by joining Iptay. Next year keener competition is expected, and in order
to equalize competition Iptay
furnishes
prospective
players |
with scholarships.
At the present time, Iptay has
reached the strength of 1710 mem- ;
bers as compared to 230 at this
same time last year, but Coach
Howard said he would like to
see this present number tripled
or even better in the near future.!
Last year Iptay reached a totai

membership of 2684.
Hats off to E. J. Corley, Iptay
member from Pageland, S. C,
who sent in 16 memberships all
at one time. Every Iptay member should be a campaigner for
Clemson, and try to get as many
people interested as possible, for
Iptay is not limited to Clemson
graduates.
Again let us overemphasize the
importance of paying Iptay dues
on time, and also to help increase
the membership in this worthy
organization.

Mm^^MM^M^tM^M^MMM &M^ttM^ttttttRitt^M^'

Tigers Defeat Citadel Team 65 To 39;
s
augk Drops In 16 Points
Clemson's Bengal basketeers
won their first Southern Conference victory of the season here
Saturday night by overwhelming
Citadel's Bulldogs, 65 to 39. The
win was the second state conquest
or the Tigers and kept their Palmetto slate unblemished.
Led by the brilliant freshmen
:ensation, Doug Haugk, the
Country Gentlemen built up an
iarly lead that was never relinquished. With the New Jersey flash pouring in nine points
during the first half, Clemson
mjoyed an eleven point lead at
halftime.
In the second canto, it was all
Clemson as the home team boys
quickly pulled far away from the
Bulldogs. Play under the basket
was completely dominated by the
Hue Ridgers, and that was where
rlaugk came in for more glory.
Te was everywhere on the court
it the right time controlling the
backboard as he had during the
first half. Haugk also looped in
:even more points in the -second
oeriod to garner scoring honors
with a total of sixteen points for
the evening. Snee followed with
12 markers and Bell came next
with 10 tallies. Jeffrey was high
for Citadel with eleven points.
Coach McFadden's cagers were
greatly bolstered in the contest
by the return of two footballers,
guard Frank Gillespie and forward Jim Reynolds. Both of
these boys are experienced ball
players and turned in a good
game Saturday night.
June Pruitt, shai-pshooting Tiger forward, was injured in the
first half, and it is feared he will
be out of action for the next few
games.
Lineups:
Clemson
Fg Ft Pf Tp
Pruitt, F ....
.... ....2 0-0 4
Reynolds, F
.......4 1 1 9
Haugk, F
7
2 16

Robert Gage is shown receiving the Most Valuable Player Trophy for the Gator Bowl in 1949 from
Henry Mecklenburg. Gage played his last game of the season against the Missouri Tigers in the
Gator Bowl when the Tigers from the Palmetto State defeated the Mid-Westerners 24-23. (Photo
by B. B. Smith).

...5

Soda Fountain
0

Toasted
Sandwiches

1 If

Townsend, F ...
0 1 0 I
Snee, G .... .... .... ......5 2 1 IS
Gillespie, G ....
2 3 1 1
Riddle. G
....2 12;
0 1 2 1
Neel, G ....Totals .... .... ....
Citadel
Jeffry, F
Moore, F _ . ....
Foxworth, F ....
Young F ... ... .
Stroman, C ....
Calvin, C '21 .. . ....
Gillis, C .... ... ■ ...
Fabian, G
Stewart _ __ ....
Pero, G .... ....

.27 11 10 6;
Fg Ft Pf Tj
4 3 4 1/
0 1 1 '
0 0 2' f
0 0 1 (
3 0 11
...2 00 •
....1 0 1 :
5 0 3 1(
......0 0 1 1
2 1 3 !

17 5 17 3
Totals
Halftime Score: Clemson 28;
Citadel 17.
Free throws missed: Haugk
Snee 3, Gillesp ie 4, Riddle, Jeffrey. Foxworth 2, Fabian 2, and
Stewart.

Milk Shakes
supplies
titman
tj

Pipes

Morris
Nunnallys

Complete

f| HolHngworth
Candies

Tussy Wind and Weatbr Lotion
1 size bottle

Hallmark
Cards

rescripti©1i

• soothes rough,chapped hands
• creamy-smooth... fragrant

now only

Famous

3

Service
Regular

Leads Conference
Phil McNiff, a guard from
Washington and Lee University
is leading the Southern Conference scoring race. The Washington and Lee basketteer from
Brooklyn, N. Y., ran his total up
to sixty-seven points over the
weekend.
Freddie Anson, another guard
from the V. M. I., is trailing by
only seven points. Chester Giermak, a center from William and
Mary, is third with fifty-nine
good buckets.
Other high scoring Southern
Conference players are: Stephens,
Richmond, 54 points; Haith,
George Washington, 51 points; Edwards, Maryland, 49; Wright,
Maryland, 49; Pruitt, Clemson,
47; Moffatt, George Washington,
47; Collins, Duke, 45.

College

• softens skin from head to too

Large $2 size

Official

• protects againsl weather
exposure

now$l
Economy carton
(6—$1 size bottles) for only $3.
oil prices plus tax

• guards againsi complexion
dryness

©liege Book

» doubles as a make-up
foundation

Come in or phone today! Sale for limited time only!I

L C. Martin Drug Compan
The Official College Book Store ...*:
P. S. McCollum, Owner

Clemson, S. C.

Store
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All-Stars Lose Mirthful Contest to
"Peaches" Hatcher's Long Shots Major
Factor In Oemsosirs All Star Defeat

Sport facts
in
Focus

Revis Outstanding
Reserve For (agers

The Ail-American Red-Heads ♦
the world's greatest girls basketOne of the most promising of
ball team, edged out the Ciemson
Clemson's many fine basketball
All-Stars in a thrilling, laugh
reserves is Hugh Revis, a speedy
filled game on Tuesday night,
forward with a reputation for acJanuary 11. The girls chalked
curate basket shooting. Although
By JIM RICE
up- 28 points to the Clemsonians
he is a junior here at Ciemson.
22 before a capacity crowd of aoCoach Frank Howard returned
this is the first year that he has
proximately 2,000 fans. The game
got off to a flying start when the Sunday evening from San Frangone out for the Tiger basketAll-Star center, Frank Sharp. cisco, California where he had
ball team.
By JIM RICE
took the tip off and relayed it to been attending a series of meetHugh's fine floorwork this year
Dan Stewart under the home ings with coaches from almost
has helped the Tigers over many
basket for a two-pointer. The every school of any appreciable STILL TALKING FOOTBALL
Red-Heads came back quickly size in the nation. These meeta tough spot and his accurate
Although football season is entirely over all over the eye for the mesh has accounted
and the first half was a comical, ings were held in connection with
fancy ball-handling, and shoot- technique's and1 rules of present country, and all eyes are turned toward basketball, we
day football, a i discussions con- would like to make mention of a very interesting prediction for a number of the team's points
ing affair.
this season. He has proven hi?
The crowd was brought into cerning revisions of these rules
laughter by the colorful antics were the highlights of the meet- which was made by Professor John Lane in respect to the reliability so that Coach McFadof Gene Love, the Red-Head's six ings. Pictures were shown and Gator Bowl. Many people were very skeptical as to the out- den has had enough confidence
foot four center. The sparks of then any comments on the pic- come of the Gator Bowl as far as Ciemson was concerned, in him to use him quite a bit to
relieve his first-string players.
the all-girl team was "Peaches" tures were made and discussed
but Professor Lane's prediction parrallels the game closer
In high school Pete, as he i.
Hatcher, a six footer who plays among those attending.
At a meeting of the N. C. A. A. than any which we have run across yet; in fact, it is actual- called by many of his friends
either at the forward or center
was one of the best players or
positions.
She sank numerous (National Collegiate Athletic As- ly amazing.
one of, the best high school teaim
long shots to keep the All-Amer- sociation), a talk was make on
Professor Lane presented to the two co-captains, Bob in the South. That team wa;;
icans out in front of the Ciemson the relationship of the sanity code
boys. The star of the game for to athletics.
Martin and Phil Prince, both of whom were former students, he Golden Tornado from Parke:
All of the meetings were held a book entitled How to Job Jlunt Successfully, by Harold High School in Greenville, S.. C.
the All-Stars was "Popey.e" CrawDuring the two years that Reford who by his fancy ball-handl- at the Saint Francis Hotel in San
ing and shooting helped the local I Francisco, and those in relation Keenan, Ciemson graduate, and in both of the books he made vis starred for the Tornado
boys make a good showing against to rule changes will be further a notation on the front inner page. The one in which we Parker lost only two games. Those
the famous team from Cassville, discussed by another committee are interested was written in Bob Martin's book. It reads losses came at the hands of their
two main rivals, Greenville High
Missouri.
Another stalwart in at a later date, and suggested
School and Spartanburg High
the Ciemson team's line up was changes will at that time be as follows: Just for fun . . . Gator Bowl Chatter
School, both were the last games
Frank Sharp who sank quite a either approved or rejected.
If you win the toss . . . RECEIVE!
of the season, and both of the
Coach Howard said that while
few shots for the 'pivot position.
losses were by only two points,
Mitchel Clark and James Patter- he was there he had several inIf they win the togs . . RETRIEVE!
ball at an early age. He began
son showed up nicely on both de- teresting experiences, among
While
you
have
the
ball
they
can't
score;
playing organized basketball at
which were a tour of San Franfense and offense.
If they make THREE, you'll make FOUR!
the age of ten and at the age of
During the second quarter the cisco and a trip to Alcatraz, the
fourteen he was a player on o
crowd was treated by the famous prison which is situated out in
If you hustle!
trophy-winning' team in the
"under the legs" act put on by San Francisco Bay.
Midget Textile
the tall center of the Red Heads \ Coach Jess Neely of Rice InstiLook at those words and think for just a moment. In Greenville
and the smallest girl on their tute, Houston, Texas; Blair the 1st quarter of the game Missouri received the opening League. Since that time Pete
has played on several teams, inteam "Stubby" Winter. This act Cherry of The University of
consists of the short girl dribbling'Texas; and Jeff Cavath of The kickoff, but Bob Martin BETBIEVED, and set up Clemson's cluding the Union 'Bleachery
between the legs of the center. ; University of Southern California; first touchdown although Cone did the actual scoring. Ciem- team in the Greenville County
Another eye-catching act put on and Coach Frank Howard of son held the ball better in that game than in any other game Textile League.
Hugh Revis started his basketby the Red-Heads was the base- Ciemson made the excursion to
Upon their arrival, during the season, although they did fumble once. The one ball career early, but it is by no
ball act during which one girl Alcatraz.
pitched three consecutive strikes j they were taken around the pris- flaw in the prediction which isn't exactly a flaw is the line means over yet. With a couple
to another who was pretending to on and shown all of the local "if they make THBEE, you'll make FOUR!" Each team more seasons of eligibility remaining here at Ciemson, he is
talent, all inmates are consider
bat.
Frank Sharp, Jr., and Margie Arends, All-Amerie in Red Head guard, go up after the ball in the
The half-time period was taken ed local talent no matter what made three touchdowns respectively, but Professor Lane very likely to turn out to be one
game last Tuesday night when the Red Meads edged out the Ciemson All-Stars 28-22. Mitchell
up by an exhibition of foul-shot part of the country they hail from, didn't state whether they would be touchdowns or not. Mis- of the finest members of the TiClark and "Peaches" Hatcher arc also siown in the picture. (Photo by Bob Gettys.)
throwing by Hazel Walker, Red and afterwards, they were shown souri made twenty-THREE points, and Ciemson made ger team.
Head Captain and free throw the prison proper, that is if any
expert. Part of the time was prison can be considered proper. fwent_FOUR, so if you look at it in that light the prediction
r
®
taken up when she challenged Coach Howard said he was happy ran true to form in every respect. Our hats are off to ProJune Pruitt, Clemson's varsity to say that after the short visit fessor Lane and we hope that in the future he will make
captain, to see who could toss in they were let loose on a parole
the most tallys from the foul line. granted by Governor Warren many more predictions as good as the one which he made
Miss Walker lived up to her repu- For a while he said he was righ' for Ciemson on New Year's Day, 1949.
tation by only missing one out of scared that the prison official'
15. Next she took on "Popeye" weren't going to let them go as al
CLEMSON ALL-TIME TEAM
Crawford by shooting from a four of the visitors were imAnother very interesting bit of news which has been
kneeling position. She also out- mediately taken for fellow inmates.
scored the local lad.
brought to our attention is the selection of a Ciemson AHAmong the schools represented Time Team, made by "Uncle' Jake" Woodward. He is of
The Red Heads also featured
Luckies' fine tobacco picks you
the Arends sisters, Margie and from South Carolina were CiemBetty. Margie was selected Na- son, Furman, Citadel, Carolina the honest opinion that his choice is as near to accurate
up when you're low . . . calms
tional Beauty Queen in 1945 by and Erskine. Others may have as he can figure, and certainly we are not ones to dispute a
the judges of the National AAL had men representing them, tan' man who has been at Ciemson as long as he has, and who
you down when you're tense!
tournament. Another feature of Coach Howard said that those
the team was Juanita Coleman, were the only ones which he saw lias done as much for Ciemson as "Uncle Jake."
Coach Howard left Atlanta
the world's greatest girl "pivot"
The following selection is his Ail-Time Ciemson team
shot artist who sank some of the January 4, at 11 A. M. and ar- and any man who has been chosen should deem it an honor
tallies for the All-Americans.
rived in San Francisco 10 P. M
that evening. After a very en- to be picked from the many greats which Ciemson has proHere's one for you boys who joy able but hardworking five duced.
are thinking upon joining the days in San Francisco, he left Sar
Ends—Jim Lynah, 1900; Bob Jones, 1928
army and knowing how to tell Francisco January 9, 12 A. M. anc
Tacktes—Norman Walker, 1900; Claude Douthit, 1900
3'our officers apart: you can do it arrived in Atlanta at 9:15 P. M
by the hair on their chests; if he that evening. He said that he
Guards—Walter Cox, 1939; Frank Gillespie, 1948
has fuzz he is a corporal; if he enjoyed the trip, but that he was
Center—John Kinsler, 1900
has it in curlers he is a second very glad to be back at Clemsor.
Backs—John Maxwell, 1900; M. N. (Buster) Hunter, Fritz
lieutenant.
again.
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NEW SHIPMENT OF SLACKS
Hollywood Models — New Plaids $9.95
New Grey & Green Garbardines $10.95

HOKE SLOA N

GENE ANDERSON'S DEPT STORE
VISIT OUR COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S

Ready-to-Wear
212-214 South Main Street

Anderson, S. C:

YOU CAN'T BEAT VALUE

igingfon Auto Parts Co.
SENECA, S. C.
Phones 383 and 777

WALHALLA, S. C.
Phone 186
l

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS
SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

Furtiek, 1906; Banks McFadden, 1939
It does seem that many names have been left out, but
everyone can't make such mythical elevens, and perhaps
many people don't agree with Uncle Jake, but he was. just
expressing a little opinion as any man is entitled to.
FRANK HOWARD SAYS
"We beat the University of Missouri 24-23 in the Gator
Bowl game on New Year's afternoon in Jacksonville, Florida. I have seen quite a few football games sinoe 1926, have
played in some good ones, and have also coached teams since
that time. I believe, without question, that the game Ciemson played against Missouri was the best football game I
have ever seen. There is no doubt in my mind that this was
the best game that Ciemson has played in the 18 years that I
have coached here."
This is as fine a tribute as any coach could pay his team,
and Coach Howard lias expressed his heartfelt conviction in
the aforesaid statement.
WITTICISM IN THE RANKS
As it has done many times in the past, the Ciemson football team flew to and from the Gator Bowl game. On the
return trip, the Tigers flew back to Anderson in the plane
that was going from there back to New Orleans to pick up
the University of North Carolina team, and before the plane
took off the boys on the teams scribbled some witticism on
the reserved placards which are found in reserved seats. We
would like to reprint here several of these little ditties, although many have been lost to posterity:
I. Ciemson Southern Conference Champs
U. N. C. Southern Conference Chumps.
II. Remember the Alamo, Pearl Harbor, William &
Mary, and Oklahoma! Love & Kisses, The Champs
III. This one was especially addressed to Mr. "Choo
Choo" Charlie Justice:
Pepto Bismol reacts SOQNER!!!
IV. You got Texas' Cherry
You Got Georgia's Butts
But when you met Oklahoma
You had hard luck.

Luckies' fine tobacco puts you on the right level—tiie Lucky
level—to feel your level best, do your level best.
' That's why it's important to remember that LUCKY STRIKE
ripe, light tobacco that makes a
thoroughly enjoyable smoke. No wonder more independent tobacco
experts —auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen — smoke .Lucky
Strike regularly than smoke the next two leading brands combined.
MEANS FINE TOBACCO —mild,

Light up a Lucky! Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're
low, calms you down when you're tense. So get on the Lucky level
where it's fun to be alive. Get a carton and get started today!

C I G

COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY-

I.S./MF.7.'-Ittdkf gmMeM&rne Ptm TMocee
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Hunting Accidents

Eleazers Thoughts
On Tiger s Victory

Peh'fi. College
Has New System
Pennsylvania College for Wonen has inaugurated this year a
new college service in testing and
guidance; To be called the Office of Evaluation Services, "it
will be directed by Dr. Lily Detchen, formerly national director
of the American Council on Education Veterans' Testing Service and for several years associated with the Board of Examinations of the University of
Chicago.
One of the most direct aims of
the new office will be to assist
the college faculty in determining effectiveness of a curriculum
adopted in the fall of 1946. This
curriculum notably includes, in
addition to other work, five socalled "Area" courses, entitled
Human Development and Behavior, Natural Sciences, Social Relationships, Aesthetic Achievements and Organization of Experience. While, aK the time of
study, these latter courses are

(Thoughts jotted down by J^
M. Eleazer, '16, upon the return
of the successful Clemson team
from the January 1, Gator Bowl
at Jacksonville.)
Say, fella, would you mind
The Tigers are flying tonight. answering a few questions for a
Our Tigers! The Clemson Tigers. poll?
The Flying Tigers!
'Not at all. I wouldn't mind
They have been flying a lot, in doing that for a man of any nathe air and. on the gridiron from tionality.
North to South. And on yesterTHE SUFFOLK JOURNAL
day they flew against one of the
best from the West in JacksonIt was a lovely night. The
ville. And they are still flying. Tiger smooched: "This is the way
Their great spirit keeps them up I like it . . . kiss . . . kiss and
there.
•pause . . . kiss and pause."
Eyes have been strained toTo which the babe responded:
wards the darkness to the south.
"The kissing's O. K., but keep
Twinkling stars were mistaken
for blinking lights of the great your paws to yourself."
sky-bird several times before the
real thing showed up. There they
Overnight stops!
are for sure! See the lights bouncFather stopped at the Y. M. C.
ing from one wing tip to the V, mother stopped at the Y. W.
other. "That's them!" the crowd C. A. and daughter stopped at
murmurs.
lathing.
Out of the night sky they come.
We can hear their motors now.
The wheels touch the concrete
with a flash and a hiss. Thanks
be! They are at the end of a
long trail that has Jead to glory.
Glory for them, glory for Clemson, and glory for the Southeast.
As they taxied in I thought of
that team that had played hard
as a unit. Their greatest game
on New Ye.ir's had been pronounced "the perfect fame"' by a
thrilled spectator. S<;id he didn't
hope, to ever see its like again,.
Against odds, they played like
well disciplined deamons, every
man of 'em. And I couldn't' help
thinking of that dynamite laden
tackle on the third ■ ilay o£ the
game by little "Rabbit" Thompson'. And that seckdolaer that
Windham threw that many think
■was the turning point of the
game. The reverberations from
those two thunderbolts will resound through 1he years when
Clemson men get together. And
ONE AUTO PLANT IN DETROIT
that Bob Martin, what a bruising
and irresistible game he played.
PROVIDES ITS EMPLOYEES WITH
And "Iron Man" Gillespie, and
6C0*PRINKIN0 WATER COOLERS.
always-dependable Cene Moore,
and what a mountain Salisbury
ANEW DRINKING FOUNTAIN
was, and the balance wheel
DESIGNED BY @!B(§@,THE WORLDS
Gage, and the mighty Matthews
and all the rest. I shouldn't'have
LARGEST AAAN UFACTURER OF
mentioned names, for every one
ELECTRIC DRINKING WATERCOOLERS,
of those "Flying Tigers," representing the Country Gentlemen
C/I/VT BE SQ.U/RTED
WONT SPURT- ■ ■ DO£SNT SPLASH
from the red hills of Carolina,
were magnificent on that day.
They are coming cut of the
great plane now, a happy lot. And
well should they be. For they
have quickened the pulses of
Clemson men everywhere and
Last Saturday, the agricultural their potential usefulness. In adhave brought high national recognition to their school, Clemson! economics class of Dr. W. E. A. dition to this, we were shown a
Husmann went on a field trip to cotton-delinting process, a peathe lower part of South Carolina. nut processing factory, and a
Alter Bound Girls
On returning, Dr. Husmann re- pickle factory, the later being
■•u'rcl these who had gone to run by a recent Clemson graduGet Scoop At Nevada write
themes telling of the trip.
ate, Mr. W. L. Johnson. Also inThree studants who did not go cluded in the activities of the
A new course, designed for
young women who
expect to were recruited to choose the three Barnwell Peanut Company is a
marry soon after graduation, is best themes. The Tiger prints be- peach orchard enterprise, and a
produce' packing enterprise. The
now being offered in the School low the one they liked best.
details of these were also metiof Home Economics at the UniLEARNING BY- SEEING
culously explained. We were inversity of Nevada.
By C. C. Taylor
tensely impressed with the ecoThe subjects for the course
The early dawn of January 7
widely selected from homa eco- found Dr. Husmann's farm- nomic potential of this organization as well as the services rendnomics, the humanities, life
ecompam
mi !a?'
ered to surrounding agricultural
sciences, are expected to help a >y other professors and visitors,
?:♦
student acquire the appreciation, ::mbarkod, in ari eight-car' motor: areas through custom work and
understanding and skills neces- eonvo.y. pjon what was to prove marketing opportunities. (Ed.
sary . for successful personal, a highly beneficial, four-hundred- Note: J. E. Harley, Jr., is presifamily, and community living to- mile field trip. On this trip, stu- dent of the Barnwell Peanut
Company.)
day.
dents saw for themselves some of
Following tlvs interesting visit.
Girls enrolling in the new the basic principles of efficient
Mr. J. E. Harley, Jr., president
general major must take 36 hours farm ma interne*
id correlator!
in home economics subjects dur- industrial and S( lei ific metabol- of the Barnwell Peanut Company,
played host to a grateful group at
ing their four-year study, and ism.
a superb barbecue lunch, at
the remainder, of the necessary
Our first stop was made at
which we were joined by such
hours in other subjects covering
[Clark
Hill dam !recoct ch (he distinguished guests as Senators
man}' fields. Minors may be'obtained in art, English, language, Savannah River a few miles Sol Blatt and Edgar Brown -of
or whatever subject the student north-west of Augusta, Ga. Here Barnwell County. (Ed. Note: Senwe saw a vast project approved ator Brown is a life member of
finds of interest and benefit.
by the Fkod Control Act of 1044, Clemson'r. Beard of Trustees.)
the pu ■ iose of which is to be
In tee afternoon, we were esTRAFFIC
flood control, recreation, and corted to outstanding projects by
power development. The giant the assistant county agent of
■ff PS A«> QC/IPS
rr: development is Oiangeburg County. This trip
destined ultimately to engross included a highly efficient turkey
some 97,500 land acres over a processing plant, a meat packing
distance of 37 miles. An ultimate plant, and oil mill, a pecan propower output of 703,093,000 K. cessing factory, and the highly
W. H. is anticipated.
impressive diversified farm of
Our second sico was at the Mr. J. T. Ziegler' of Orangeburg
Barnwell Peanut Company. Here, County. The various processes
iw and had explained for us and activities of each of these
many industrial processes utiliz- enterprises were explained and
ing and processing local agr;cul-i demonstrated in detail. We were
tural products. Outstanding particularly impressed "by the efamong these we: 3 various seed ficiency of each and by the utiliprocessing activities. These in- zation of by-products and the
clude;", a seed cleaner, a seed consumption of agricultural comj .v. a racrifier. modities.
The return trip was rriade by a
and a corn
tired but satisfied group. We
". The technical a
DEATH TAKES NO MOSJW.Y-»
BUT IT DOSS 7AK£A LOT OP
purposes pi th
lines were fully realized that this was an
HCUDAV DRIVSFZSf
and demonstrated in outstanding day in our acquisition
detail. The students were vastly of practical and scientific knowlNATION*! SAFFTY COUKCU
by their efficiency and edge.

umor

related to specific "areas"
oi
knowledge, the all make a common effort to emphasize those
broader aspects of a liberal education which transcend subjcc
matter limits. Since the aret
courses are cnt all grouped ir
the first or second year of study,
as is th epractice with the now
common "survey" course in man;
liberal arts colleges, op"eoriunit;
is continuously provided to tin
student to relate these broadei
aims to her educational program.
Convinced that was of measuring the less tangible outcomes
of the instruction and of tfie educational and social programs o:
the college need to be undertaken
the college has embarked upon ;
cooperative effort to do so. It is
evident that ways will have tc
be determined to appraise such
less concrete outcomes as the
ability to apply social facts to
the problems of modern society,
readiness to undertake independent critical thinking, preparation
to select and defend consistent
philosophies of life, and other
such important objectives of edu-

Nearly all the men and boys
who go out in the woods and
fields in pursuit of game return
greatly benefitted in health and
spirits. Occasionly some accident
happens, and a hunter may be
seriously hurt, or possibly in some
cases lost his life^ The people
who handle firearms need to remember the care needed ie> using
these weapons.
Hunters who fire when they see
a movement in the bushes, without seeing whether that movement is caused by the game or by
another hunter, are taking risks
of trouble. So many hunters are
out in pursuit of game, that the
chances of accident need to be
constantly held in mind.
cation at the higher levels for
which no suitable tests now exist.
It is expected that graduation
here will in the future be much
ess dependent upon the compejen of a prescribed program of
courses with
a
satisfactory
"grades"- record but, in addition,
will reuire the demonstration of
achievement of those integrated
abilities and attitudes that should
complement specialization. The
appraisal of such outcomes will
be interms of a final comprehensive examination offered at the
end of the' senior year, satisfactory completion of which will be
a graduation requirement.
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Answers To Quiz
(1) Bill of Rights. (2) Agreement drawn up aboard Mayflower
—a compact of government for
Plymouth. (3) 1812. (4) Freedom
of speech, worship, assembly, etc.
(5) Continental Congress. (6)
Jefferson, Franklin,
Hancock
(most famous). (7) France. (8)
France. (9) England. (10) Closed
the Western Hemisphere to European colonization and political
interference. (11) 4 years. (12)
To explore and open up .the
Northwest. (13) Jefferson Davis.
(14) Runaway slave case in
which the Supreme Court ruled
that Congress had no power to
exclude slavery from territories.
(15) J. W. Booth. (16) Victor at
Saratoga. (17) "Maine" explosion. (18) Bolters from Republican party in 1884. (19) Philippines, Puerto Rico, Guam. (20)
China. (21) Pearl Harbor. (22)
Santo Domingo, 1496. (23) Indians—$24. (24) Johni R(
Rolfe. (25)
Concord, Mass., 1775.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOfclES

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina

SPORTI.NG GOODS

—

HOUSEWARE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

-RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
-ADMIRAL RADIOS

MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE
Seneca, S. C.

Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
Open Until 1:00 A. M.

TIGER'S DEN
Opposite Post Office

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes

Students at Clemson Look

SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY

Complete Outfitters to Men, Young
Men and Students
108 N. MAIN STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Frank Dillard, Mgr.

MCNS
SHOP
SENECA. S.C

THIS GREAT NEW
CIGARETTE FACTORY
to meet the increasing demand for the Milder cigarette
from smokers all over /H America

Agricultural Ecun^mics Student Tells
ip Through Lower Par! Of State

;llSKi;;K^:tt'RSr^M:f'MILDER CiGARETTE
Copyright 1J49, licwBrr &

MYERS TOBAOCO CO.

